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Billions in potential scholarships go un~laimed each year
Most of these funds are not reserved for brilliant or financially destitute applicants ... aon't think students
Prentice·Hall
can't apply because their parents earn
SOURCE
too much money. 80% of the privatesector does not require a fmancial
statement or proof of need. In addiExperts say you should start sav- tion, application deadlines don't occur
ing for college when your child is born, only in the fall, but often are set to
but for parents now facing tuition, coincide with the tax year,ororganizafees, room and board, books, supplies tional meeting dates. It's also encourand transportation expenses there's aging to know that grades are not the
good news! There are private-sector only consideration for an award, many
scholarships containing over $6 bil- application questions deal with perlion dollars of funding just waiting to sonal, occupational, and educational,
background, organizati.onal affllibe claimed.
The latest edition of the be- ation, talent or ethnic origins. . Age
J
stselling directory, THE SCHOLAR- isn't even a factor ..l4% of all college
SlllPBOOK, fourth edition, by Caniel students are over25, and many organi1. Cassidy, has just been published. zations are interested in reentry, midThis ultimate directory to thousands of career students . The Business and
scholarships covering every major Professional Woman's Foundation
field of study, lists private-sector awards hundreds of scholarships to
scholarships, grants, loans, intern- applicants older than 25, even 35.
ships, and contest prizes available for There's even a scholarship at the Caliunder graduate study in the United fornia state colleges for students over
60. Justforfun ... Here's a potpourri of
States.
More than 65% of the available scholarships included:
L If you're a Mexican American
scholarships, fellowships~ grants and
loans are from awards themselves. between the ages of 17 anJ 22 and live
The National Commission on Student in the Golden State, you might strike it
Financial Assistance, a U.S. Congres- rich with a $1,500 Vikki Carr Scholarsional Subcommittee, found only ship.
2. Your tuition troubles could be
$400 million of the mor!, than $7 bilgone with the wind! If you're a lineal
lion available to students was used!
Some $6.6 billion went unclaimed, not dexcendant of a worthy Confederate
because people were unqualified but soldier, contact the United Daughters
because they didn't know where to
see Money, page 22
look.

Mine rescue team in contest
ROLLA, Mo. - A mine rescue
tearn of six mining engineering students from the University of Missouri-Rolla will take part in the 11 th
annual Mine Rescue contest at
UMR's Experimental ' Mine Research Facility Thursday and Friday,
Oct 7-8.
The students are: Chris Blair
(tearn captain) of Steelville, Mo., a
sophomare; Chris Upp of Spring-

field, Mo., a sophomore; Chance Allen of Springfield, Mo., a junior;
Pamela Walk of Maryville, Mo., a
sophomore; Lland Watson of Rolla,
a junior; and Daphne Place of
Belleville, Ill., a sophomore.
"UMR is the only university in
the united states that has a mine
rescue team, and that competes
against professional mine rescue

see Mine, page 22

Twenty Eight pages

red

in hydrQ contest

-A"'ieam from the 'U~iversity of
Nebraska-Lincoln comprised of
Kent Cordes, Joe Baxter, and' Michael Drain won flfst in the graduate
class. Second place went io.oavid
Hibbs from the University of Minnesota. In theundergra4.uate class, Guy
Eakins from the University Of Missouri-Rollaplaced flfst, Eric Nelson
from S;;;;Dieg~State :University
t\>Ok seco~d, and JaSon Philllps from
the
of- Utah won third.

Sexual harassment seminar to be offered
News Service
SOURCE

The Office of the Chancellor,
Human Resource Services and Aff1fffiative Action and Equal Opportunity will sponsor"Sexual Harassment,
Managing Ambiguity & Conflict" on
October 6 & 7 1993, in the Mark Twain
Room - University Center East.
The program will be presented by
Barry Shapiro of Barry Shapiro &
Associates which is one of the country 's leading consulting and training
f1fffis specializing in Sexual Harassment Prevention, Managing Diversity
Successfully, and Equal Employment

Opportunity/Aff1fffiative Action. The
f1fffi challenges attitudes in the
workplace towards women, ethnic,
and racial minorities. Their services
provide skills-based training to
change discriminatory behavior and
offer positive alternatives that advance equity in American business
and government
As an internationally-recognized
authority onmen's and women's relations, Mr. Shapiro is cited in scores of
books and articles and was called upon
by the media during the Charence
Thomas-Anita Hill hearings in 199L
Some of the training topics that
will be covered are: definitions of
sexual harassment, how to anticipate
problems, how to recognize sexual
harassment, how to avoid it, provide

appropriate remedies, effective procedures of prevention, whyvictimsdon' t
complain, how to monitor the
workplace, how [a counsel victims,
employers liabilities, case histories,
legal updates & landmark decisions.
The schedules are listed below.
Please call Joyce at 4920 to register
your attendance.
Session I FacuUy: October 6,
1993,8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Session II Student Leaders &
StalT Supervisors: October 6, 1993,
1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Session ill Administrators:
October 7, 1993, 8:30 a.in. to 12:00
p.m.
Session IV Administrators:
October 7, 1993, 1:00 p.m. to 4:30
p.m.
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What~

Wednesday

Up at UMR

12:3 0 pm UMR Student Union Board games, mall

3:30 pm UMR women 's soccer • Rockhu~t Co l-

no rth, UCW

lege, at KaMas City

1-2 pm Homecoming Weekend short course,

4 pm Admission Amb~sad ors Workshop, Mark

James Bogan , " Up the Amazon with a Paddle,"

Twain Room , VCE

8 pm Koinon ia Mtg., 305 Cbem. Eng .

3:30 pm Faculty Intro to Macintosh on Campus
Network I M/CS

I~

5:00 pm UMR women's soccer, Drury College, at

We nesday
3 pm UMR women's soccer, Westminster College,
at Fulton

7 pm Alwnni Awards Banquet, Centennial Hall,
I :30-4 pm Homecoming Weekend short course ,

5:00 pm Student Activity fee Board Mtg., Walnut

6,00 pm MSM Spelunkm Club Mtg. , 2~ McNutt

5 pm UMR men's soccer, Westminster College, at
3 and 7 pm Joe Skruggs in concert featuring songs

career goals.

and puppetry. Leach Thetre, Castleman Hall
8 pm UMR Student Union Board presents "Hot,
9 pm MSM·U:MR Alumni Association AMual

Sexy and Safe," Leach theatre, Castleman Hall .

AId omce, G-l Parker Hall

register call 341-4220

Meeting, Centennial Hall, UCE

Contact 34 1-4220

AppllcatJon must be received by the Scholar.
ship Seleclton Committee no latet lhan SEP.

course , Henry Wiebe and Gttg McClain, "Total

Sunday

Quality Management," location to be announced

g am Order of the Golden Shillelagh Brunch,

7:30 pm Tau Beta SiglJUl Mtg., 315 Chem. En g.

TEMBER 30,1993.

Financial Aid

Carver·Turner Room, UCE
2:30.4:30 pm Homecoming Weekend short

7:30 pm Rolla Night at the Engineers' Club, St.

course, Jack Morgan , "Two Missouri Civil War

' Figures: Na~nial Lyon and Williams S weMY,"

Louis. Contact 34 1-41S r

Applications available In the Student nnandal

Student GoLfToumament , UMR Golf Course. to

2: 30.4:30 pm Homecoming Weekend short

Eng.

fmancial need and the development of a specific
plan for using the scholarship to advance their

Fulton

7:00 pm Homecoming Cornminee Mtg. , 105 ME

7:30 pm Kappa Kappa Psi Mtg., 321 Chem.

At least 25 years of age.

The scholarship will be awarded on the basis of

1:30 pm Homecoming Weekend Alumni and

7:00 pm Hom ecoming Comminee Mtg.

Must be a resident of eithe r Phelps, Dent, Maries
or Pulaski Counties.

Enrolled at an accredited educational institution.

VCE

Chris Ramsay and Don Askeland, " Foundry Lab

101," location to be announced

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMElIITS

~ext

location to be announced

Springfield

force after a long· term absence, or att in the
process of changing ca reers.

PETER D. COURTOIS CONCRETE CON·

ROLLA AREA BUSINESS AND PROFES·

STRUCTION SCHOLARSHIPS

SIONAL WOMEN SCHOLARSHIPS

Two SI,OOO

1 pm UMR Ad\'isory Committee for African.

CU. S.) awards are available through

the ACI Concrete Research and Education Foun·

American Rec ruitment and Retention meeting,

The

location to be annoWlced

Silve; and Golden Room , UCE

Wom~ 's

S500.00 to women enrolled for the 1994 Spring

year.

Emgt 201

3,30 pm Trap'" Skeet Mtg., T·2 Bldg.

6:30 pm Vo ices of Inspiration Mtg.; TJ South

semester. The scholarship is designed to encour·

REQUIREM EI'\TS:

7:30 pm UMR 'men 's soccer, Drury College, at

4 pm Physics Colloquiwn, Richard Slusher,

9 pm Blue Sabres Mtg.,

continuing education -

Springfield

" Mkrolasers," Room 104 Physics

8:00 pm Campus Perfonning Arts Series presents

5 pm UMR Alwnni baseball·hilling contest, UMR

The Guild Trio, Leach Theatre, Castleman Hall .

baseball field

7:30 pm American Society of Quality Control

Rolla Area Business and Professional
Club is offering two scholarships of

elation (Con REF) for undergraduate study in
concrete construction fo r the 1994-95 academic

age women to advance their career goals through

5:30·g pm Silver and Gold Reunion Reception,

International meets, Missouri Room, UeE. Con· '

Centennial Hall , UCE.

tact 341·4117

':~;~~: ~~E:tJ~~d~~~~i~U~~~~~~'~~ii~~~~~"

6:30 pm Show·Me Anime Mtg ., 212 McNutt

4:30 pm Chemistry seminar, Donald J. Damn,

Publtshed'nrethe
~<: ·. bfJ~e·~uii ¥1Aerand may '10~~ reproduCed or publis hed withoulwrttten
.. '..... ···pe~.lsSIO~~):::-·:·
..
. ", '.
.'..

i~ ~rtt~:,~. ;;~b:: ~;~tograp~: :·a.di~s~';;~

9pm Arnold Air Society Mtg., 208 Harris

Thursday

Homecoming (Classes as !'1sual)

}/ :"U? prlilt all re~"l)onslole letters ani;! edlLOrttil.materlal received

Underutilized ," G·3 Schrenk Hall

All submissions
::.,::~.:: ~ust have a ··h8me;·· student ID numLer. and phone number (or verlftcaUon .
'.' ···.~.~~ ·Will be ~~held tipon request:o .. ,·
'..
.

7:30 pm Alcoholics A~onymous Mtg., Walnut

,

11:30 am Civil Engineering Graduate Seminar

~

7:30-9:30 am Centennial Ha ll , AI I·alwnni break·

Last day for dropping courses without showing as

114CE

fa st buffet. Ca U 341-4 145

withdrawn on transcript

12:30 pm Civil Engi neering Graduate Seminar,

8:30-9:30 am Homecoming Weekend sho rt

Last day to change to hearer status

m, Room

cou rse, Madison Daily, "Special Demonstration:

,

.:~~:::::~:·~i>~I~!?{lS. fOR;~blICnuon~m~u:~ b~ I~:?U~ 'd~~ ~~ (V~l

114 CE

The ATC Classroom, Classroom of the Future,"

~o~

floor:..ofihe
.. ::i:>:y;;:~~.I! ,~ ~po.m . ~qrn;Y.J;J~~p p.~:... theThu~d,\ly~~~ P1JbH~ Uo~~e MlPO...~
.:::~:r·/·' 'IllilG.r 'I'eSeMleS lhe.i1gbt to &tit all subrrifssJons lOr .s tyle. g.mmma~. punelua'"
. Uon. spelling. len~th, and 'matteD of ~ lute.
'

or

.

.

:-;~' . The lIlasourl'laner IS operated by the stui1ents of:UMR and the 'oplruons ex·

~':;':':""';;'pf~ IJ~

Grlham Su therland

pro~ .

':;:~:;~:~j;. /~~r~.o~:~e·r ·~~~hou~ag~ro~·~;J.;t.,ii~~krts renders , Qlld Wlll' atte'~pt

"Near lnfra·Red Spectroscopy: Oversold and

Saturday

Homecoming (Classes as usual)

Kumar and' Jennifer Jun'g, Room

See Aid page 19

Monday
12'pm UniverSitY·Orit~ rs· Chapter ofToastr'naster'

Series. Sanjeev

whether they are cur·

rently pursuing a degree, returning to the work

..., '

Tuesday

bodY;

Itdo nof necessortly ~flect ~ of the unNerslty. facu1ty, orstudent
., "

, .',

:t· Ed~l~~'n .Chk:r ~ ~~" " ~" '''.~ .... ~ ' •• " ~ " "~:.- ' ._. ·~· ·.h~ ~···· ·.J~f(~cavlch (341 ~s436)

.>~f MnnagingEdI tor· ... - ..._ . . -

.. - ...•.. - . •_•. .•. ,-,·· _··:.Fn:ulC'ne Belaskn (364=-02901

12:30 pm Newman Scripture

location to be announced

11 :30·3: 30 pm Live Interactive Satellite Seminar.

Advertising (Urector ···-·' ·"··-·· ·'··· ···-· · - ··-"·-· ·· _· Sco.tt DaVIdson (341 -2331)

4;45 pm Toastmasters Mtg., Missouri

9:30·10:30 am Homecoming weekend short

'1'uming RecycJabJes Into New Products," spon·

Asat. AdvertiSing Dlret:tor · .·.·.····· .···,. ·. ---· · ···· .-·· ·.········· ... . ··Oan ~ond

course, Ca therine Riordan, " Man agement Sys·

sored by the U. S. Environmental protection

terns : What do UMR Grads Need to Know and Be

Agency, Ouric Rivers Solid Waste District Board

7:30 pm Ro lla Nig ht at the Engineers' Club, SL

Louis. Contact 341-4151

Able to DoT 'location to be annoWlced

and the Small Business Administration, Room

BOpm

,

8 pm St. Pat's Committee Mtg .. 107C ME Annex

Friday
Hom ecoming (Classes as usual)

Asst News Editor · ····-· · ·· .. ··-··- ·· ·-.. ·-· ··... · ·-· ·-· ·-···-·· - · ·-··-··· AndyIlooley

10 am UMR women's cross co untry, Lo yala
Lakefront Inv itational , at Chi cago, III.

3:30 pm Computer Science Graduate Seminar

Features Editor . .............. ...... ....... . . ............. ..... . _..Jody LUMlch (364· 6490)

Series, Leno re Mullin, ''The Psi calculus: An

Asst. Features Editor ·········_· ·-·· _···· ······· .· ······· ····· ···· Ellzabelh KJaduson

10 am UMR Alumni baseb all game , Ul'o1R base.

Algebra of Multid imensional Amys ," Room 209/

ball field

209A Math· Compu ter Science

al

South Bend . Ind.

I I :30 am Fiel dhouse Feed ReWlio n "Tail gate"

3:30 pm Geological Seminar, Ray Herzog, " Ro le

Photo Ed itor •·· .... -···-··_··_ .. _··-··-··_·· · ··_····· ··"""'nson Hansen (J-ll · 8662)

l uncheon, Gale Bullman Multi·Purpos e Buil d·

of th e Geologica l Engineer in Haza rdous Waste

Copy Man nger . . . -... _ .••. . _ . . _. ·_······ · ·· _ ··- ....• ....··-·Jlm Ockcrs (364· 1207)

ing. Contact 341·4 145

Proj ect Work ," Room 204 McNutt

12 pm Gaming Association Gaming, 212 McNutt

6:30 pm Interfraternity Council },'h g. , 2 16 Mc Nutt

7 pm UMR Fall Film Se ries , " Enchanted April, "

starr WrU cCS '
Bill Broyles. Jame3 Sames, M ark Crawford. l..tt Hi lI. J on
S te lt en pohl. Laura Wlhnw l, Dawn Sharp. Ia n RosdJls ky,Ce nn ll Lccnlnk. Aaron
Boyll . T'rnVl s D unnl ng ton, S hawn Erd ma nn, Bryo n f'ort.clka
~ Wen hlll Song. Mil lan Chen. KJn ~h ook C hosh , Cnrmeru., Gu Uerrez
Crnphl£ Artis \:;!.· Mlng. J o h n Sto rk. Da .... ,d To ttersha ll. Omur MetwoJ ll. Cro lg
Brewer
Adycrtl s lJl g RcprrM0loUvc::r J e remy B uch anan. Keit h Jenl cek
Phot9 grnphern Doug Sob rey. Brett Sa un ier .
oh _ ,

12 :00 pm The UMR Hispanic Cultural Comm it.

1:30 pm UMR Miner football. Homecomin g

t('('. Mlnont y Engin('('ring Program and the Soci.

game, Southwest Baptist Universi ty. J ackling

}, tiles

ety O ~.H lspan ic Professional Engineers sponso r a

Field

Bui lding

I :JO pm UMR men's socc('r, RockhuTS..l ColJe~e

8 pm Chi Alpha Mtg ... Missouri

Auditorium,

Mechanical

luncheorr "' For res('I' ations call 341·4208 on or
lxfor(' S('pt. 27.

Spo rts F...dltor · •······ · •••·•·· · ••..~ ·· · · · ·· · · · -···· · ... .. · · · Chr1sto}lher Goo (364~ 82 47)
Assl Sports Editor · ·•··••· · · .. · · · .. ··· ..· .. · · ·_· .-· ·_· ·····_·· .. · ·· _··· ..· ··Joe Homburg

UMR men{ cross coun try, Notre Dame In\' ita.
tiona l, time to be announced.

Layout and SubscrlpUons ••· .. ···_··· · · · .. · · ···. _ ····· ········ ..... .. BlI1yMIHenzwey

Clrcul.Uon · -··~· ·- · · - · ·- · -,-··-·· ~· ·'- ··-· · ·~··~··· ··· Bob BohnaJt (364· 1433)

News Ed itor · ••· · .. · · _ · ·_ ··_··_··_··_· , .. · · ·• .. · .. · _- · · ·_· Mlke Matthews (341·2915)

103 Engineering Management Bldg.
7:30 pm lutheran Student Center Bible stud y,

Huslness Manager · ·_· ·_ · ··· ..· ·· _·· _ · · _ · · .. ··· ..· ·_··_··J08On Boles (364-8968)

Engi neering

I 03A Norwood Hall
Un lvers ltyof M!3s0url · Rolln
Rolla . M 00 5401 · 024 9
(3 14) 3 41-<2 35
13 14) 3 4t - 431 2

we do r~cle!
Please do the same!

·he debate over Homosexuals at the University
:ontinues...
I have examined the last three bringing an awareness to the student
inionsprinted in the Miner. They all , body that the University supports such
pear to present their "ideas' in a activities. I ask one question: Do you
;ical manner although factual evi- know where your MONEY goes? The
.thtSllIdool n"ll<IaI
nce seems to be lacking in at least students did not have a choice in this
HID
e of the opinions. One thing that all case!
"'od b'~·Sc!>olt. : writers fail to do in these articles is
It no Illtt Ihtns£P.
;n their names. As the organizer of
- In response to the two opinions
: protest in question, I have put my printed in the 9/15 and 9/22 issues of
:
- - - me and reputation 'out for eyeryone the Miner; I would like to point out
, CONCReTe CON.
throw stones at I chose to take the some things about these opinions and
RSHlPs
:at because I can stand for what I the facts given on 9/15. If the money
H""'1ibbl'iluough :lieve. Simply signing my name
for Bigayle activities is is coming
hllldEnuCItioo""". I ves this whole situation the necesfrom activity fees, :I am more than
oo<ljrld"," 'lUdy in
credibility Illat it needs to van- happy to have contributed. If it comes
~'1~9l lad"';, ,ish the "chicken-shits" of this stu- from Residential life and the people
:nt body who will not take a stand.
who protested are affected by that then
they should have educated themselves
the issue with me is the use of on homosexuality, formed an edu,oney, not the choice of sexual oriencated opinion and voiced that opinion
Aid page 19 ,tion. I do not believe homosexuality in the manner indicated on the poster.
r bisexuality is morally correct for
My stand is that I am against people
Ie and I do not want my money to go making decisions based on unfound
assumptions about others because of
irectly to support it That is my stand.
an aspect of the lives they know noth,.' "
.t the same time, Illere are Illose who
ing about. Notice,l said nothing about
rant to "gay-bash". That is their prebeing against choice.
Dgative. I have simply succeeded in

/.ry

CVclt!
ht$4rn t !

Second, the sampling of people is
in no way representative of the poilUlation as a )Vhole. You arc comparing a
very small number of homosexuals

who are part of a very specific group involved hundreds of sexual men who
and who must endure hostility within were guilty of sexual assaulting
that group with a population of homo- women as a group. After the attacks
sexuals most of whom are Perfectly were finally reported, these hetrosexuhappy, well adjusted, productive als military officers consistently, and
people. I would like to point out that with complete disregard for their code
your figures on criminal activity are of honor, refused to report accurately
suspect since they refer only to re- what took place, out ofloyalty to their
ported crime within the military ranks. ...fellow hetrosexual colleagues. One
Your suggestion that homosexuals are cannot reasonably extrapolate that
data gathered from such a specialized
2 to 7 times (you refer to both of these and marginalized sub group can be
figures) more likely to be involved in , applied to society as a whole with any
criminal behaviour than hetrosexuals degree of validity.
I would suggest that anyone prois based on the faulty assumption that
homosexual and hettosexual crime posing to make conclusions about
would be reported equally in an envi- complicated social issues such as
ronment hostile to gays, especially homosexuality, should strive to be
when one can expect the approval more broad and inclusive in gathering
from his fellow soldiers for turning in facts. I am certain Illat for every study
the "gay guy." By contrast, soeial cited. by "Getting the Truth Out" I
pressure reinforces the opposite with could provide anoth:r study offering
regard to hetrosexual behaviour; that exactly opposite results. The only
iS,hetrosexuals are more likely to keep "truth" is that we don't yet know the
quiet about hetrosexual crime. An truth about homosexuality; and thereexcellent example of this phenomenon fore, it is important to keep an open
is the Tail-Hook incident. This case mind when faced with such issues.

University answers some complaints, but not aU ...

ilnsastudent

1'"

As for the facts given by "Gelling
the truth Out ," I have acouple of points
to make:
First, there are social deviants in every
social subgroup. In the majority of
sexual assault cases regarding children; the sex of ' the child is of no
importance to the offender. Most
same sex crimes are actually committed by hetrosexuals. The thing offenders are usually striving for is power
through the most deviant act thought
possible. Are you suggesting that it is
more wrong that these men molested
little boys rather than little girls?
Furthermore, the very fact that the
population of homosexuals in this
;tudy are in the military makes them
nore likely to be unhappy, in denial
and desperate; considering that by nature, the military is a hostile environment towards gays.

I

In last week's Miner, a list of
:ampus Complaints and their resoluions was listed. This week a list of
aew complaints has been added as well
iIS a list of Ille complaints which nothing has been done.
New Complaints
Complaint: The Campus Service Officers (CSO) have been harassing students by having contests to see who
can give the most tickets.
Resolution: The Chief of Police talked
to the student CSO' s about the issue
and assured students that it would not
be a problem in the future.

Complaint: The new parking lotdesignations arc unfair to students. The new
parking lot designations arc confusing, and signs are not properly posted.
Resolution: Vice-Chancellor Neil
Smith was contacted abollt the problem . A newspaper article is being
written about the issue. and a resolution is being written asking that some
action be taken. An open form will be
scheduled for September 28th, 6:00 p.
m. at 204 McNutt to discuss this issue.

Complaint: The bleachers at the football stadium are damaged and causing
students to get fiberglass in their
clothes and itch.
.

Suggestion: Why can't be students be
allowed to retake a class and replace
their previous grade with the new
grade?
Resolution: A questionnaire has been
distributed to students about the issue.
No action has been taken yet.
Complaint: The process of registration
is not efficient, and there are too many
mistakes made by the registrar's of-

Resolution: A letter has been written
to the Athletic Director about the problem. No action has been taken by the
university ti solve the problem yet.

fice.
Resolution: Next year students will
register by phone, and this will hopefully improve the process.

Complaint: The use of Residence Hall
Fees to sponsor a gay/lesbian ice
cream social is unacceptable.
Resolution: The social wascanceled'to
avoid confrontation. An open forum '
was held September 14th for discussion as to whether this is abus!; of
residence hall fees paid by students.
No action as yet has been taken to
ensure that this will not happen again.
Complaint: 1)lere is too much mud in
the TJ tunnel and many of the lights in
the tunnel are painted over or are burnt
out. The path between the EE and MCS buildings is muddy.
Resolution: University Facilities was
contacted about the problems.
Complaint: It is not right that the university spends $8-10 thousand dollars
on diversity programs. The money
would be better used in integration
programs.
Resolution: This is currently being
investigated. No action has been taken
yet.

Complaints that have gone unanswered by tbe university
Complaints: Students should not have
to pay an Engineering fee that goes
into the general budget of the university.
Complaint: The schedule of classes
does not show who teaches most
classes.
Complaint : Many campus buildings
are locked when their computer labs
should be open.
Complaint: The EE building does not
have handicapped parking and other
facilities for the handicapped.
Complaint: The cost of books is too
high.
Complaint: It is not right for my advisor to refuse to sign my schedule.

Missouri Miner
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u M R
K
ceclebrates
twentieth
anniversary
~ervice

•

News
SOURCE

,

Beginning Wednesday, October
6th and continuing through ilie morning hours of October 10th, KUMRRolla at 88.5 FM will be celebrating its
20th Anniversary Kickoff Campaign
with an on-air investment drive.
Appropriate to the 20th Anniversary is
the goal of raising $20,000.
KUMR's regular hosts Nonn
Movitz, Jim Sigler, Arleasha Mays,
Janet Turkovic and Wayne Bledsoe
will be presenting a wide variety of
special music, exciting guests, taped
testimonials from near and far as well
as new 20th Anniversary premiums
duringlhis four and a half day invest-

Chicken

I.M.P.A.C.T Month to
celebrated this Octobe

to Benefit Char"
Lambda Chi
Alpha
SOURCE

Dawn Sharp
Staff Writer

IM.P.A.C.T. is an acronym for "Intelligent Minors Promoting Alcohol
.Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity is
Concerns Together'~. It is part of a
hosting its 32nd Annual Chicken
nationwide alcohol awareness proBenefit Dinner on Sunday, October
gram that has been in existence for 717, 1993. The dinner will run from 8 years on the University of Missouri11 :00 A.M. to 7 :00 !'.M. and the meal Rolla c\'ffipus.
will consist of : l)chicken, either 1/4
This year is the first year that
white or 1/4 dark, 2)green beans, IM.P.A.C.T. events will be a month
3)potato salad, 4)a roll, 5)ice cream, long. As Camille Consolvo, Director
and 6)choice of drink. Tickets cost of Drug and Alcohol Prevention on
$4.50 in advance and $5.00 at the door. campus, put it .. .. it is a kickoff to get
students , faculty, and staff aware of
Tickets are available at Key Sport or at
year long events." Students can get
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity. Call
involved by participating in the events
Jeff Kullmann at 368-3529 or 364throughout the month. I.M.P.A.C.T.
9901 for advance ticket delivery. All month begins October 6 and goes
proceeds of the dinner will benefit the through October 27.
Rolla Cerebral Palsy School, the GinStudent organizations such as Stugerbread House, and L.O. V.E.
dent Council, Student Union Board,
Panhellenic, Interfraternity Council,
Quadrangle Hall Association, Thomas
Jefferson Hall Association and the SI.
Pat's Celebration Committee will be
in charge of putting on the events .
I.M.P.A.C.T. Month 1993 Calendar
of Events:
Wednesday, October 6. "Hot,
Sexy, and Safer" with Suzi Landolphi,
7:00 p.m., Castleman Hall Leach
Thea!er. Presented by the Stud~nt
Board/Substance Abuse Prevention'
Program.
Wednesday, October 6. Self-Defense workshop with Dr. Harvest Col-

flllllla~IIIAI~~~I~~~i~lm~~i

The on-air Kickoff Campaign
mentdrive.
will
culminate in an Anniversary Party,
for all members on October 10th, with
free food and drink and entertainment
representative ofKUMR 's varied programming. Sponsor of the Anniversary Party is the Mercy Medical
Group.
"An Autumn Investment Drive
has become a reality for us," says
General Manager, Ja~et Turkovic.
"Giving our listeners this kind of addi' ,
tioanal opportunity to help keep public '
radio strong in the Rolla area is a '
'priority for us and one that we know
our listeners appreciate."

lier, 7:00 p.m., TJ South
Presented by UMR Promelleliic.
Thursday, October 7
Education" with Recovery
tions , A One Act Comedy About
Drugs, and Campus Life, 7:00
Centennial Hall. Presented by
Substance Abuse Prevention
gram.
Saturday, October 9. "Run
Your Life" 5K, 9:00 a.m.,
Park. Presented by Anny
Friday, October 15 tober 17. Volleyball Marathon,
p.m. to?
Tuesday, October 19
Nightclub with Paul Gilmartin,
p.m. , UCECafeteria, Presented by
Student Union Board with IFC and SL
Pat's Committee serving "mock.
tails".
Wednesday, October 27 Campus
BBQ, 11 :3.0 a.m. _ ?, Hockey Puck,
Presented by UMR T.E.C.H.S .. Peer
Educators.
Wednesday,October27 AlcoholJeopardy, 6:30 p.m .. Presented by UMR
Panhellenic and the Interfraternity
Council. .
Also, there will be a UUUL<, m m l
presented by the TJ Hall '''''''OIillIUIl, I
t.ime and date will be announced.
Quandrangle Hall Association
have " Alcohol Statistics on Gravestones" located on campus.
In order to make I.M.P.A .C.T.
, month a success, students, faculty, and
staff shOUld try and participate in
events . As said by Consolvo, "Just
bring a friend."

Missouri Writer

Homeeoming V

s Friday and SatuId
~ctivitiesfol

Recognized

the,

:11ldt:

~
News Service
SOURCE

ROLLA, Mo. - Gene Doty, a
University of Missouri-Rolla associwriters Who will 'be recognized at the
Missouri Authors 'Recognition Day on
Thursday
in Jefferson
City,
Mo.of 170
ate professor
of English,
is one
Doty has donated two of his
books of poetry, "Geometries of
missouri
Center
Book. a special
Light" and
"Thefor.the
Similitudes,"
to the

~ks

souri. Soty's books are published
under the name
W 3{Ten.
of Eugene
focusing
on Miscollection
The event will take place at the
Missouri State Library in conjunction
wilh the library 's inauguration of the
Center.
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I'M NOT IN THE MOOD TO STUDY
Tuesday, October 5; 3:30-4:30

G-8 TJ-HaJl-AEC
Facilitator: Ms. Diane Stutts

STUDY SKILLS
Wednesday, October 6; 7:00 p.m.

G-8 TJ-HaJl-AEC
Facilitator: Dr. George Schowengerdt

-RegiSllation
pm in the Minel Lo
Oenttr·East
-H~panic C
I!lili lunchron wi
nos~ "Much 10 Ce
~~tion." at noon
Tum.r Room,Unive
The lunchron is sl
IiJ,IR Hispanic Cui
Mm\Xi1y Engineerl:
IhcSociely ofH'
B!'
ISp
ImeeB. Espinos!
ijc of UMR.
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lantes begin a112:3

l!InhofUniversityl
-Homecomin
.. c. "uP the I
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profesSor of
UMROldCa~' frc
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cl\irs, "F

I
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about.

Why ask why?

so~e :~xciting,stil1i~lat~g

3.. on-3basketball~$QBis Sponsoring a
.....•.. ~UB ..
SOURCE

·
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Laurie Wilman
StatT Writer

upin th~SUB~ifi~e
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he 11 Hi.II Association,
1'ill
be announced. The ll l l l l ll l l l l
!WiUbea"BoozeBowr
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,I Slal~tics on Gra..
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o make 1.M.P.A.q
;,studenlS,f,cu!ly,aM
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Homecoming calend:a r of events

Chris Ramsay, assistant professor of
metallurgical engieering, and Dr. Don
News Services
Askeland, Distinguished Teaching
SOURCE
Professor of metallugical engineering,
from 1:3P-4 pm in Room 244 McNutt
Hall.
-Alumni and Student Golf
Homecoming Weekend at UMR
is Friday and Saturday, Oct. 1 and 2. Tournament, 1:30 pm, UMR Golf
Activities- for the weekend will in- Course. To register call 341-4220.
clude:
-Homecoming Weekend short
Friday. Oct. 1
course, "Total Quality Management,"
-Registration from 9 am - 4:30 with Dr. Henry Wiebe, professor of
pm in the Miner Lounge, University engineering management, and Greg
McClain, manager of quality engiCenter-Eas!.
-Hispanic Cultural Heritage neering at John Deere Engine Works
Month luncheon with Russell Espi- in Waterloo, Iowa, and a 1972 gradunosa, "Much to Celebrate, Much to ate ofUMR, from 2:30-4:30 pm in the
Question," at noon in the Carver- Missouri Room, University CenterTurner Room, University Cenler-Eas!. Eas!.
-Homecoming Weekend short
The luncheon is sponsored by the
UMR Hispahic Cultural Committee, . course, "Two Missouri Civil War
Minority Engineering Program and Figures: Nathanial Lyon and William
the Society of Hispanic Professional Sweeny," with Dr. Jack Morgan, inEngineers. Espinosa is a 1982 gradu- structorofEnglish, from2:30-4:30pm
in the Meramec Room, University
ate of UMR.
-UMR Student Union Board Center-Eas!.
-UMR Alumni baseball-hitting
games begin at 12:30 pm on the mall
contest at 5 pm at the UMR baseball
north of University Center-Wes!.
-Homecoming Weekend short field.
-Silver and Gold Reunion Recourse, "Up the Amazon with a
Paddle," with Dr. James Bogan, UMR ception from 5:30-8 pm in Centennial
professor of art, from 1-2 pm in the Hall , University Center-East.
Saturday. October 2
UMR Old Cafeteria.
-All-alumni breakfast buffet.
-Homecoming Weekend short
course, "Foundry Lab 101," with Dr. 7:30-9:30 am, in Centennial Hall of

Okay, boys and girls, it is now
time for the philosophical question of
the week. This week, the topic will be
"why?". (Asking why I picked this as
the subject would be sort of redundant,
so'I suggest not even trying.) Now, on
with my thoughts on the matter.
Why do birds sing instead of
yodel? Why do fools fall in love?
Why is the sky blue rather than fuchsia? Why do elevators, sidewalks, and
computer networks have 'system'
problems at a school teaching engineering? Why is Sunny Delight so
delightful and sunny? Why is Christmas only once a year? Why doesn't
the pizza on the Pizza Inn sign ever
succumb to the powers of gravity and
come back down to Mario or Luigi or .
whomever that is with the silly. grin
who threw it up there in the first place?
Why is the grass the same color as the
leaves? Why are rainbows always .

concave down? Why is a flea market
called a flea market ifit doesn't market
fleas? Why do certain beloved calculators completely destroy your sense
of mathematics in trying to operate
them? Why did the dinosaurs become
extinct? Why was disco ever allowed
to come into being? Why aren't we
taught to drive trains if we're supposed
to be engineers? Why do groundhogs
get more media attention than wal,
ruses? Why do trees grow up instead
of down? Whycan'tpeoplegetalong?
Why are Twinkies filled with an unidentifiable substance? Why will it
matter what I get on my exams if the
entire universe implodes upon itself
tomorrow? Why do cows moo rather
than bark? Why do cows have such
bad public relation representatives?
Why are they called cows? And why
am I asking all of this in the firs place?
That final one I can answer easily: to get you to think.
Editor's note: Last week Laurie Wilman's column was accidentally not
continued. In hopes to fix my mistake,
I am rerunning the article on page 21
of this issue. Sorry Laurie.

University Center-Eas!.
-Registration from 8-11 :15 am
in the Miner Lounge of University
Center-East.
-Homecoming Weekend short
course, "Special Demonstration: The
ATC Classroom, Classroom of the Future," with Dr. Madison Daily, associate professor of engineering manageclassic. .
.
ment, from 8:30-9:30 am in Room Gthe Fraternity rOl'"{ields the Friday
II Wilson Library.
ofHot;necomirig at3:30 pit). Come
-Homecoming Weekend short
cheer on .the Comminee as they
course, "Management Systems: What
upholdthe .,,:~~ tradition. .
Do UMR Grads Need to Know and Be
Finally, th~s to all who parAble to Do?" with Dr, Catherine Riorticipate(j ~ the·Crop Walkt his past
dan, director of management systems,
Sunday, making it~ ~uccess ful ru:>d
from 9:30-10:30 am in the Missouri
·paes s'weatshlrts· are for';s';l';· as of 'woilhy · endea~;r. Twenty-five
Room of University Center-Eas!.
. this week . .A~al~ays,·~i.:i~~t~'hlns perc.ent of.-theproceeds willstWin
-Homecoming Weekend Fieldwill be' on <sal; Monda>J hfough lhe city of ,Rplla, so, your efforts "
house Feed 'Reunion "Tailgate"
. '.: .:. ",.
..
;"e.. ,'; V\!ill have a directeffect on the area.
Luncheon, II :30 am, Gale Bullman
'-u
-u.
... R~mei)l~r,.only 169 Daze ' til
Multi-Purpose Building. Tickets are ·· farri·ed Sb Pat's Comm,ttet;'Will do the Best. Ever!
$7 per person. For reservations con:'"
tact Janice Turner at 341-4·145.
-UMR Alumni baseball game,
10 am, UMR.baseball field.
-Kickoff for the UMR Miner
*The typical college student consumes over 34 gallons of alcohol per year?!
football Homecoming game against
*3500 Olympic-sized swimming pools full of beer, wine, and liquor would
Southwest Baptist University is at
only last college students one year?!
I :30 pm at Jackling Field.
*If you stacked all of the cans of beer consumed by college students in one
-Alumni Awards Banquet beyearend to erid, they would reach the moon and 75 ,000 miles beyond? '
gins at 7 pm in Centennial Hall, UniFor more information about T.E.C.H.S . and/or their programs available.
versity Center-East. The MSM-UMR
Alumni Association Annual Meeting please contact Camille Consolvo in 106 Norwood at 34 1-4292 .
fo llows at 9 pm in Centennial Hall.

t.:a0n~~t.t·hFn.~~.yC,ko: cto~be·.~·.~r:;~l
'' ·'S~t·'.'
).-

Did you know...
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Time Killers

TrllVisDun
StarrW
ACROSS
1. Supernatural perception (ab.br.)

4. Reason
7. Period
12. Roman household delly
13. Speak pompously
14. Night before
15. Ruddy
17. Mollo
19. Fork prongs
21. Black road substance
22. California fog
24. Free

26. Enm
29.
31.
33.
34.
35.
37.
39.
40.
42.
44.
46,
41.
SO.
51.

Singing voice
Hog
Aural
Nur
Carpel
Beaver construction
Tantalum symbol
Pop top
Grab
Hard
HII open-handed
Chewing substance
Native of Denmark
- - Ange'"

53. Massachusetts town
55. Holland flowers
58. Erase
61. America (abbr.)

62. Mop
64. Neg.llve word
65. COl
66. Paper mta5uremenl (pl .)
67. Golfing implement
DOWN
I. Mlschlcyous child
2. My gal-J. Particle
4. CUi of meat
S. Command
6. Southern slate (abbr.)
7. It is (contraction)
8. Prehl.storic tool

27. Soft rlbric
28.5<11
30. Race

32. Fuel
36. Joke
38.
41.
43.
45.
47.
49.
52.
54.
55.
56.
57.
59.
60.
63.

Buill 'to scale
Narnltive poem Set to song
Pu~lic transportation
Express grief
Hawaiian food
Feminine tille
Ship's mast
Not as much
Vessel for washing
Hire
Female saint (abbr.)
Digit
Direction (abbr.)
Southern slate (abbr.)

9. Put down

10.
11.
16.
18.
20.
22.
13.
25.

E&&.
Number
Senrily
Edible seed
Slow drinks
Numericll datI (abbr.)

troa
Compleled

Lasl spring the B
ocker world's an
IUIprise sweep of (
Uj>S<IofToronloinI
Playoffs, Thegreal
Ixxtyfo'Xelaboulth
legular season show
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see Solutions, page 11
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SU and weather ground Miners
Joe Hornburg
Asst. S ports Editor

This past Saturday was cloudy and
here in Rolla. The wet made
'acldin, Field here in Rolla a mud pit
eady for football. The Miners took on
heir MlAA opponents from Emporia
;tate.
UMR was 2-0 and 1-0 MlAA
:omin, into the ,ame .while the HorlCtsofEmporia State were I-I and II MlAA. As expected with rain and
nud, it was hard to move the ball and
ust as hard to hold on to the football.
The Miners battled hard, but came
d g?by acoupft of
Ip on the short end ofa 17-0 score. The
, tnlpty st",j.
1UJntt,piwllt lard running UMR offense was held in
o{thishillon :heck, gaining just 162 yards on the
jnsjde roo", 103 lay.
Here's a recap of the action on
thisilollt.
Tflfllrjglu 'aturday. UMRkicked off and Empoia State, after a 14 yard return, had the
highway. Go
,all on their own 37 yard line. The
goodabout your
-Iomets kept the ball on Ibe ground,
noving it to the UMR 45 before the
!cfense forced a punt.
The punt pinned the Miners deep
n there own end which proved to be a
,ig factor. The Miners took over on
heir own 13. On first down Jason'
:num gained six and UMR had some
,reathing loom. After a two yard loss
~et

by Ernest Brown and an illegal procedure penalty on UMR, the Miners were
back to their own 12 yard line. They
couldn't convert on 3rd and II so they
had to punt the ball back to Emporia
State.
The first punt of the day by Chris
Shore was fair caught at the Rolla 49
yard line. 1bis would show early that

field postion would be real important'
on this muddy football field.
It looked as if the Miners had
stopped Emporia State with three
plays and a punt at the Rolla 41, but a
fake punt by the Hornets caught UMR
off guard. The fake punt took the ball
down to the Miner 17 yard line. The
UMR defense buckled down and kept

~

Ian Roedllaky

Running back Ernest Brown battling Emporia State defend·
ers for more yamage.

Blues looking for key acquisition
Travis Dunnington
StalT Writer

t I IOSOD&

!lion.

r.)

Ibr.)

page 11

Last spring the Blues captured the
hockey world's attention with their
surprise sweep of Chicago and near
upset of Toronto in the Norris Division
Playoffs. The great fmish made everybody forget about the Blues' dreadful
regular season showing and soon after
the fmal game the phone lines of sports
call-in shows all over St. Louis were
abuzz with talk of how the Blues were
within a couple of players of stepping
inlD the category of one of the NHL's
elite teams.
One of the hottest rumors -circulating this summer was that the Blues
were actively pursuing free-agent
tough-guy Marty McSorely.
Although this rumor proved to be true,
the Blues were eventually rebuffed in
their offer for McSorely, who finally
ended up being traded to Pittsburgh.
Host of call-in shows did even more
gossiping as they tossed about names
such as Glen Wesley, Joe Niewendyk,
Mathew Schein&r, Sean Hill, Phil
Housley, and even Ray Borque as
people the Blues were supposedly
trading for. The trade wins were especially prevalent at some of St. Louis'
favorite night spots. One night on St.
Louis' landing an obviously intoxi-

caied individual tried in vain to convince me that the Blues were not only
going to get Bob Probert from the Red
Wings but were also going to pick up
some guy named Wayne Gretzky. I'm
not sure if it was the obvious absurdity
of the statement or the fact he had try
to convince me earlier that he was an
undercover Drug Enforcement Agent
who was dating a Frederick's Hollywood Model that made me doubt his
integrity.
Well, here we are at the end of September and the Blues have made a
minimum of moves. The inactivity of
General Manager Ron Caron has nothing to do with his effort. It comes
down to the fact that even though the
Blues are eagerto trade for many of the
afformentioned s tars, they are equally
unwilling to part withmostoftheirtop
prospects. The Blues realize than in
order to compete with the powerful
Detroit Red Wings they must b.uild a
young nucleus of talent.
This is the dawn of a new age in the
NUL. Gone are the days of the Blues
and Blackhawks perennially leading
the Norris Division with a collection
of muckers and grinders. The new
elite of the NUL must not only be
physical and aggressive but also be
able to skate and score with' world
class ability. The Red Wings realized
this along time ago and have built their

team accordingly by acquiring players
from all over the world to play their
up-tempo style of hockey. This is the
year, led by new coach Scotty Bowman, that the Red Wings fmally see
their hard work in fmding this talent
come to fruition.
The Blues themselves have a good
young talent base and can't afford to
be dissuaded by another poor showing.
It is the opinion of many hockey experts that young Blues Igor Korelev,
Denny Felsner, Jim Montgomery, and
Brett Hedican will be major forces in
this league for the next ' ten years .
When these players are joined with the
rest of the Blues already established
young nucleus of Brett Hull, Craig
Jarmey, Brendan Shanahan, Nelson
Emerson, Kevin Miller, Jeff Brown
and Curtis Joseph the makings of a
great team are clearly evident. All that
is needed is a little time and patience in
this group.
Even if only minor changes are
made to the Blues roster the season
will still hold much excitement for
Blues fans. Right before your very
eyes the young Blues will grow into
NUL starts. This season might turn out
to be just as fru strating as the last one
for the Blues but if patience wins out
the Blues will soon fmd themselves in
the brand new Kiel Center Arena bat_tling it out for the Stanley Cup.

Emporia State out of the endzone. The
Hornets did get a 31 yard field goal to
lake a 3-0 lead mid-way through the
flrsl quarter.
The rest of the half both leams
were held in check by the opposing
defense. There were seven more punt
with neither team moving the ball all
that effectively. Going into halftime
things did not look to bad for the
Miners as the score was 3-0 ESU, but
UMR would receive the kickoff in the
second half.
The second half did not get going
lowell for the Miners. UMR wenlwith
the passing game in this possession to
try and get the offense started. Two
incomplete passes by QB Mike Wise
though kept anything from going and
the Miners punted the ball once again.
The field position again turned out
better for Emporia State and they
started at their own 45 yard line.
Tough defense by UMR held ESU 10
only again of two yards before punting
back 10 the Miners.
The water and mud showed their
presence on the punt as UMR's Matt
Henry fumbled the ball at the UMR 12
and the Hornets recovered the ball at
the UMR 10 yard line for a first and
goal. ESU quarterback Darmy Sibert
wasted no time and on the first play he
scrambled in for the louchdown. The
PAT was good and the score was 10-0
ESU with 12:19 left in the third quarter.

The UMR offense continued having trouble but received some help
from the defense. ESU was driving
.late in the third quarter when QB Sibert was sacked by Miner Chris Ward
at the UMR 26 yard line. The sack
forced a fumble and UMR recovered
the ball.
From there UMR started a long
drive. A 19 yard pass from Wise to
tight end Kevin Hug got the Miners
into ESU territory. From there the
Miners kept the ball on the ground and
pounded it at the Hornets. With runs
from DavidWells, l11um, and Wise the
Miners moved· the ball deeper into
ESU territory. The Emporia defense
tightened up at the 25 yard line and had
UMR going for 4th and 6 from the 21
yard line. UMR was stopped on the 4th
down attempt and ESU took over on
downs.
Neither team mounted much offense after this point which each one
staying on their end of the field. UMR
trying to play catch up went to the air.
After moving the ball from their 29 to
the 41 with the help of a pass interfence
call UMR looked as if they might get
going. Wise was intercepted though at
the 47 and the ball was returned to the
UMR 27 yard line.
The UMR defense held on four
plays and the offense got the ball back

See Football page 8

Our .w inner this week attended this weekend's football
, game. Come to 103 Norwood Hall, this Thursday at
•.. . 5:00 ~o elaim your prize.
.
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Week #4 NFL action
Brian Fortelka
Staff Writer

This week, the NFL season rolled
on. Here is a summary of Week #4.

slipped some under the
quarterbacking of Steve Young?
The fans in San Franscico aren't used
to losing two games in September.
..... What is going on in L.A .? The '
Rams are acrually wirining some
games . Jim Everett and a revamped
passing attack are giving the Rams '
some confidence they lacked in"past
years.

Atlanta
at
Detroit
at
Green Bay
at
Indianapolis at
L.A.Raiders at

Chic'ago
Tampa-Bay '
Dallas
Denver
Kansas City

Minnesota

San Franscico

at

with 5:23 left to play in the game. On
the second play Wise was intercepted
again and this one was returned 33
yards by ESU for a touchdown. That
one iced the game. Not much offense
went on after that and the score ended
up 17-0 ESU.
The mud played a big part in the
game forcing the teams to stay on the
ground. It also made field position
more important than ever, and UMR
lost that battle.

support the Miners. The game
urday, October 2 at 1:30 p.m. ,.!I,cellip,":
ling Field against Southwest
~

rtiI~C\IC'''
This is another MIAA cOnfca£
.,boID'' '
game for the Miners so don't miss ,#<' I .SIOiIOJ
sso ,f'
Our Miners need fans in the stands, ...n
keep the winning going and they .. II. !P" .....,
be going for number 3 against S~
west Baptist. See you there!
__
IIW"

New Orleans at
L.A. Rams
NFC-Central: The Delriot Lions
Philad~lphia
at
N.Y, Jets
remained on top of the Central, 'with
San Diego
at
Seattle
the help of a weak opponent in the
AFC-East: With a little trash
N.y. Giants at
Buffalo
. · " talking· from linebacker Bryan Cox,
Phoenix Cardinals. Andre Ware
., " Washington at
Miami (MaN) .
stepped forward to lead the silverthe Miami Dolphins strolled into
Buffalo 'ai)d outmarined·theB illS. ·
stretch offense to victory ..... In
Chicago, Dave Wannstedt won his
The Dolphin defense rose to the
occasion, while Dan Marino and the , Lock of the Week: Green Bay at
first game as Bears head man in
Dallas. The Cowboys need to get
impressive fashion over the Bucs. A
offense showed diversity in their
on the winning track, Green Bay is
team that SCOles 47 points in a single
manhandling of the Bills ..... The
struggling. Emmett Smith should
game is serious news in the windy
Colts continue to astonish fans with
have a big game. The Pack goes
city .... And in a game in Millnesota,
their exciting play. A barage of
back to cheddar land losers,
the Green Bay cheese heads
penalties helped them beat an
Dallas 35 Packers 13
displayed little motivation in their
undefeated Cleveland Brown team ..
loss to the Vikings. The expensive
. :, .Boomer Esiason and the Jets are
aquisition of All-Pro defensive end
playing well enough for some people Upset Special: L.A.Raiders at
Kansas City, The Chiefs are ~ulllllilgllnl'
Reggie White still hasn't payed the
to be saying Broadway Boomer.
ofra mediocre win against' Denver.
boys from Gre!!n Bay any dividends.
Ronnie Lott and a fierce squad of
.' ;,The -Raiders were surprised against
.;., heavy hitters make the' Je'ts a team
Clevel.and. The Raiders are
NFC-West: Changing of thr guard ,. not.to be'taken lightly. "
iI)lproved team, led by new
.
in the west? The New Orleans
"u,,,,,,,, V,""" Jeff Hostetler. The'"
Saints could have broken !he Forty ", ." In next weeks action', look for
N'rner jinx once and for all. With.a
game.s to come'down to. the frnal
last second Morten Anderson field
play. The kicker could be called on '\i~'·, ,""U~".~"
goal to seal the victory, the Silm~s . ;:-;" )0 be the deciding factor. · Vf~ek:
·,... ·::'':.,."w'ou~m'p
have shown what it takes to win the·"'" shapes up' like. !his:

l iP"""""

..-$oIJId
Doi

0'''
D,I\I'"

l:~

-1i,1I11

$IIIIJ
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he Atlanta Braves Sue

Miner Triatholon!

home runs Dale Murphy WOU«J ·h.u. \I_· ·"·'~
hit with a little crowd support. I am
sure e\!en a guy as competitive as Bob
Homer got tired of hitting balls into
I hate the Atlanta Braves. I hated, empty seats. Iwouldlovetodragafcw . ,.."'_
Ted Turner. I also hate Jane Fonda. I of those morons to SI. Louis some- I .,,,,,,,
wish she would just go back to Korea time. Even with the Cardinals out of ' .,,;;u
or Vietnam or wherever those pic- the National League East race the lIII,.,Ltlhrf...
tures were taken. I even hate Terry stands are still nearly packed every
Pendleton .. Why, you ask? Because night. The simple truth is, win or lose,
even though he was a superb third a truly dedicated fan supports his
baseman for the Cardinals (at least de- team.
fensively), he waited until he got to AtAs far as the Braves team is can·
lanta to win a batting title AND and cerned, I do not hate them because they
MVP. Please do not even get me are a better team than the Cardinals. It
staned on Deion Sanders.
is much more simple than that. I ~atc
There is, however, one thing I hate the Braves because of the Supersta·
more than the Atlanta Braves - At- tion. Yep, that's right. A television
lanta Braves fans. Please don'tgetme station has made me unstable. Whenl IIict
wrong; I am not referring to those who was younger every time I was buumg
were around back when Dale Murphy through the channels, what was on
and Bob Homer were the only sources WTBS? You guessed it, "America's
of joy on the entire team. Nor do I Team. " America's team my ass. In --=.::
mean the 2000 or so fans who regu- those days the Braves had to struggle It,
larly attended Atlanta home games. not to lose 100 games. But that never
My hatred is directed at those idiots bothered old Ted. "Oh, the games's "l l"~,
swinging their stupid foam souvenirs over already? Just rewind it and play
0.
while singing that annoying chant. it again," I bet he said. "The Braves
Somebody please give me a real toma- don't play today? Oh hell, just replay
-'110""10010
hawk. "I'll part your hair for you, Mr. yesterday's game two or three times."
Turner." Wham! A man can dream, I bet he said that too.
I.e
can't he?
As a side note regarding my fellow
What I am referring to here folks sportswriter, Travis Dunnington's ar·
are those commonly called fair- . tiele in last week's Miner, let's wait ....... "" 1
weather fans . Where were these until the Braves actually win a World
y
people when the Braves were the worst Series before we call them a dynasty,
Ii
team in baseball? I wonder how many huh Trav?
Mike Overfelt
Staff Writer
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Two contestants participating in this past weekend's grueling Miner Triatholon
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Two years ofhcavcn. Happy Anniversaryl

Congratulations on 90 yearsl

ride 10 Chico ... MId_y Alrportl

1M

Stacy.

Brandon

The Little Siste" of the

Good luck on the Queens Competition. Lam

White Star

'Cial. Lavem_,eforHemy.ca1I364-

Swamp Rats

I'm IOMa let it minel •• Maybe we

Queens Competition. From
Assylum Rats

p.s. It is now put Friday be Happy nowl

-.

-

341-8417

.

Butthnd

You will make

I

lrat Queenl Come and

Fred

You Ire doio. an awesome joh. Keep up the ,oad

J&$On,
Ourroomisa mess. we're hoth:strascd.& our

AOT.
Jen'
Deena. Chris & Dawn.

EXCUKme.

you .... the cool ....dopted Big Sistersl

Please.
KA,

utilitia aDd 0Iber apenaa.· Separate bed·

Thanks for. ,mt TGIF! It was .wesomell

Kelly

(Ob. and ,ood luck, tool)

K'pp.Delta

Y au two are the arntestl We are so ,lad that

~s Su cK =~~b7.'e~K
(e.plDclable) bard drive
disk drive Monitor: CGA

Blown up any soda cans lately?

Patti. Rid<. and St....
-

Procreation will

STOP.

1nank.s for the awesome sian. and all your

What an awesome Queen candidate. Good

help with Surprise Week. and just listcnin, to me

whenever] need to talk.

Luck.

Love in KDI

Amy and Cathy,
Who is using the brain today?

ZIam.

Brian

K.Uy

La... &Sh.lly

Lednips.

Jt

, md: IIWIard

What', Stacy Doing?

Si&m&Nu.
'ale Mwphy woula h~1 ~:= LQ-5DO (do< m.trix)
RoUer Satin, W'U .I btut Jets do it a,ain.
~e crowd support. I II 00" information call 341-9109
The Little Sisters
uyascompelitiveas BOO - - - - - - - - - - - - red of hitting balls inl ~ OF TIlE NIGHT
!wouldlovelodragaf" meyourc.rfrienda
Heather.
ons 10 Sl Louis sane- is my
You makc a arat addition 10 ourfamilyl We
lith the Cardinals QUI~ • is my.iabt
have a fcelin, you.'O fit rilht inl
uague Easl race ihe h to teU you of the fea .. of the nilht
Zlam.
ill nearly packed e1/1f 1 i. the _
till momin, bright
Laura. Jiil & Rachel
nple ltUth~, winoriQ;(, "is themiabt within OOe's fri,ht
C.T. ·
;aled fan supports his 1 i. the journey aDd bard is the fi,ht
Have your filum! out who 1 am yet'? See

IOn,..

: ia the IDICf from the midst of one's pli&ht

you on Thursdayl
he Braves learn ~ C1lt
Your remote admirer
,Ihalethem because they is the flame ......., is the bite
1m than the Cardinals. It '1' is the wiad u d _ take Ili,ht
simple than thaI. !h!ll , eyes abioe like flames humin, bri,ht
Juon & Brian T.
:cause of the Supenil' 'Y is the enemy lootiD, for foe toni,ht
You auya .... the cooleatl
al's righl Alelevi~lll
YBS
demeunslable. When! ,Rider
very lime! was bUzzilll - - - - - - - - - - - - Zela.
3 dayall Get psyched to meet aU our cool
hanneIs. whal w~ ~
guessed il. "Amenea' _____~_______
alumnael
. 'sleammyass. Ii tdie
Jill
]C.
Ie '
Braves had10 sItU!! Seen any _ _ Iately7 How about Chi·
I garnes. Bul thal nev~ .uu? JllIt WOliderin,.
K..... & Lisay.
fed. "Oh, the garn~'
Da,wood
1bank.a for always helpina me out when I'm
lusl rewind il and pby
cluelessl
'd "TheBra'~ - - - - - - - - , .
Ihes 8l · I 'uslrepl,y IDdDualy ... thecoolal~i,Nupl.d,..!!
20th anniversary is loinllO be a blast!
IY? Oh hel. J . •
. Lov YBS
ZIam.
ne tWOor threeurn'"
e.

Personals

ardingroy feIIO~ KIU '
te r:gDunnington's ~' Ha... , .... dayl
ra vlS
, w~[
ek'sMiner,. lel~ Id
allywtn , or
,acW
dVl1as~,
'ecall thero' J"

Simon. Paul. Rick & Crail.

If you 1ft the aVCTaae American males -

Stacy,

you areKDsI

How is the roomie - stil1smelb or is it Steves
bad jokes that stink?

Kelly
Dawn.

Aimee & Julie.

just let you

ZIam.

Thank you.

with c:onun«& kitchen, livinl room and

~

So wbc:n are we loinl to fm,crpainl?

Pi K.pps

Stacy.

Yau aft the psychotic driver
know.

fish is depressed.

You're a QUEEN in OuI hearts!
Welov.XAY·DEEPLEDG~1!I

Get psyc:bed for our BBQ with PKAI

Only you would l~ ,leep to play lolf!

Sarah.
Scott

KD's,

Mm.

K.y·Dee

to find. Thank you for beinl our Queen candi~

date.

AOT A1waya

341-8417

Enjoy your microl (You vampirel)

Conpts em becomina open rush chairman.

workl

Stacy.

You are the bat friendll

$20

BriJhtRoom

Man.

- Bash•

Accentuate the positives.. There are still more

Tbanka for bein, an awes.cme roommatel

Julie.

Jm

Fred.

a;eck your LS. 415 Gnult.

inn

"Nulrsaid

AOT.

Bnvus.

aU 92

way when we &0 in our walb.

Soytent Green is made out of Prople.

wake me up anytime.

:D.Player

JeffT.•

can use those candles to li.ht the

now an ru keep my hair short.

......

You aft a true ladies maD.

"'Oh.. This is my lillie liahl of mine,

Si,ma Nu. Kapp. Silo AEP. EX.
Conpt to all your anniversarys

Good luck on

Don.

Jessica.

bow to cook; it miaht corne in handy someday.

Spacy.

.

Heard you ... whipped.

Love,

Love,

Jill

ai IOO•

Anica is the most awesome little sis.1

But she's cuter than kiums
And ameli. p.... y well.

Well ok, she is Pi Kapp·.
Homecomina Queen

SiamaNu,
Your Little Silten Luv Youl Get ready {or

IlEA

drivers aDd doulhnuull

Did you know lh~ were no fire enai~ in

Out of su,ar yet?

hell?
An,ie .t Rcbeua,

lbat we have ever seen.
Good Luck Stacyl

Lime Cider

We miss your chartsl

II wu fun .-"yin, with you auys at initiationl

H.y An,. "Are you professionals? Do you ,et

Aimee & Juli.

You two are the ,ratesd Weare so ,lad thaI

psid for that?"
Amy

youIRKDsI

Becky.
Hope you had a

Love in KDI

aoo<1 birthday.
Lico,

Cuer.

Sonya.1 Lisa

You're a tenific Zeta! Welccme to the tam·

KenaDdSCdt.
Keep your snakes away!

ilyl

Sonya.
How's the love den?

ZIam.
YBBS

Lico,

Lisa

Just kiddin,
STINKY
Women's socx.er

\

Keep your heada up and Ict·.l<ick buttll
Becky.
The Lambda Chi Associates showed you and

Acacia,

you &tiU think that they are wimps?
Lico,
Sonya &. Lisa

sometimel

Amy.
Conarats on your 20th birthday!
Lico,
Your Roomie

Zeta alumns IR the coolest 1111

Sil_Chi.
1banb for the ,reat dinner!
Chi

Kimberly.

Mia,

To all of the fraternities that bad a misainl item
thanka for beina lrat aports and do not worry.

we checked each one of you out!

The TGIF wu I.nome! Let's do it aaa~

Orne,.

OJiOmela
Womens aoeeer team keep wotkin. hardlll

Gmt job with the VoUeyban T oumamend

You are ,oina downlll

Your spirit challen,tr

ZIam.
Your roOmie

Maja. Julie. Nina. And ..... Mindy. an,I'Debbie.
"ThaI was I blast on

Uto,
An,.1a

Sonya
You aft an a wesome Little Sis
Lico,

YBS

Joha.
"Wrist KilI"I.

Chi Om,a Loves our pledacs
The Linle Sisters

James.-·

Hey Steiaer.

Mr.M.

And she is the best

Monday niabt.
Your buddy,

need we say more?

I ically can't tell

see GoSSip, page 12
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Records Management staff will bel'
making monthly visits to the Rolla:
Campus the first Wednes"day of eachl
~o~t,h. !he mo~~hly visitsw,~l~ ~~,<?-I !'
vide departments the opportumty tOI'
eet with 'Records Mana.gement staff I .
to discuss any records problems or I
needs they may have.
I
Coordinator will be Wayne Bledsoe,:
Campus Archivist. For appointments, I
contact Wayne at 341-4815.
I
Dates Records Man~gement staff willi

: e Y b e on UMR Campus:
I
October 6, '93
March 2, '94
I
December 1, '93 April 6, '94
January 5, '94
May 4, '94
I
I
February 2, '94
June 1, '94

.,ud•• plene)

for ll10re 1l1forll1atlol1, cOl1tact t~e SUB office at 341,,4220

:

I

neater 7 PIl1

Tickets available to gel/eral public Oct. 8t~, $3.00 eac~

NOTICE
a

Le~c~

(0Jle per

:
:

WedQe.day, October 13

Tickets available to studellts Oct. 5t~
f'R'E£ wtt~ a valid studellt 1.1). III t~e SUB office (218ucw)

ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 ' $800 every week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Co~y Island Ave,
Brooklyn, New York 11230

p ••••••••••••••••••••

l"OOWl-~n~

~1IJ()m() IP~~~()()()()

EXCELLENT
EXTRA INCOME NOWI

I
I

"t h'".,.,,,.

~W\e fr.e~ilh

BUDWEISER
52" Emerson Bud ceiling fan
Red and white, with light
Still in box, great for party
rooms $200. 364-6511

I

byron

:

I
I
I

I
I
--clip and sa ve for refe r e nce-I
.. - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .Ic

Solut

In

$36,000
BEFORE YOU GRADUATE
Start your engineering career now, while you're
still in school and earn as much as $1,400
m.o nthly, plus bonuses, in the Navy Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate
Program. Eam up to $36,000 and never wear a
uniform until after you graduate. Today, the
Navy operates more than half the nuclear
• reactors in 'the U,S. arid is"a recognized leader
in their development and operation .
REQUIREMENTS
• United States citizen .
• Have completed so phom ore year, tm~ o r
ing in engin ee ring, math, ph ysics or
chemi stry.
• Minimum 3.3 OPA
• Have comple ted one year of calculus
and calculus-based physics,
• No more th an 26 Y. years old at time
of co mmissionin g.
• Mee t Navy's ph )'sical standards.

Socie

••••••

W
EVE

fOR MORE INFO, CALL: LT Williams
1-800-322-6289 inlL, 1-800-446-6289 in MO.

N'..tl."
A"lTV OFFICER
I

You and the Navy.
Full Speed Ahead.

1::.-_ _ _ _ _-=:.-._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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Find at least six differences in details between panels.
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The Associa ted Studen ts of the Uni versi ty of Missouri-Rolla will be accepting
applications for the 1994 session of the State Legislature in Jefferson City.

'ctober 13

BoIDce (218ucw)

Political Experience: The ASUM Lobbying Internship offers students the
opportunity to lobby for student needs in Jefferson City. Yo:u will have the
opportunity to meet with elected officials in the state legislature and learn
about the political process.

at

Credit Hours: All ASUM internships are organized through the political
science department. Participan.ts will receive credit hours for time spent in
the state capitol. They will also be reimbursed for mileage to and from
Jefferson City.

' 7PII1

8 OCt. 5t~

Solutions
frr r-.IW,IWU .

from page 6

"In high school civics class, it all seemed so swell and simple when you heard the
spiel about 'how a bill becomes a law.' It's a lot more complicated than that, and
my internship with ASUM helped cla'rify this process, filling in some of the
intriguing and detailed background and legwork involved. "
Jason Boles - Former Intern
, .

rATE

To pick up an application or more information, please stop by the ASUM office at
212 University Center West, or call 341-4970. Deadline for applications will be
October 8 and interviews wilI be held the week of October 11.

'I1ie Stuaent o/oice in State (jovernment

Society of Mining Engineers

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
WEEKLY BRAT AND HOT DOG SALES
EVERY TUESDAY FROM 10:30 TO 1:00pm
IN FRONT OF McNUTT

FREE TUTORING
For any basic Arts· and Sciences Courses
Available in G-4 HISS as part ofA.S. Assist Program

profits 80 to diarity wmmittu to 6erufit family at Cliristmas

for more information:

Missouri Miner
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Gossip,

from page 9

Scon
J guess you are right about all guys never
being able to resist
STINKY

Sonya, Maya, and Debbie
Thanks for being such good friends and

thanks: for your support at the Soccer games,
lice. Angela

Thanks for being such gmt SP9 itS!
TIle composite committee

AJ

Karen ,
You are an awesome little sis!

Sigma PiWe c.orrectc:d our mistake

Welcome to the familyl

Sonya,

U CO, YBBS

uco, YBS
Willie,
Just wanted lO s.ay hil WbcnareWC&onnl,o
to Phi Kapps and han, oul1
You know who
Tl
I made it until hayride just like 1 said
Uco ,
YR
I love my little sU and my lirue little ,is.. When do
we,o to S.O.P. to ee1ebrate?

uco,

Ta ..

woo WOO MlNERSI

Hu anyone visited your "den" recently?
Lico.
Beeley

Sully,
You'", Badl

1banks for the cookies! Have you lotten any
atranie phone calls recently?
Lice,

' it'""n Your Sis l('B

"Wail!'
' hilarious

Beeky
Pikea,

Will

JOOm

'1 have 2 vacancies nut semester or

what?
lWl Wonderina
Beeky,
I'm leavin, you behind. Maybe you'l calCh
up,

lico,
Your Acalc Buddy

Let'l lo boot lCOOlin' and circle to tbe left like
every1hin,1
From you Chi-O hayride datea
AJYou are an awesome li)' sisl

uco, YBS
Hupn,
Because, Just Because

Guy

To the composite c:onvninee,

Susie
Greal job on Hayrick! It was • blut l

WRON
pretty,acol
i~ grunge
minules of
el,yalor m
room,jun](

Suzy Q
Susirbird.
What time docs the shunJe lent?
lice,
Juliebird

Go .85 and .19 - foed the chickslll
From you fan dub
Barbie,
You and Ken were made for each odlerl
Lico,
Your Sisters

theworst al
while, Thl
guy with a
backreve,
Jam, and S·
When I f~
"Hnun, To
acouslicve
Spirit', ani
This album

TEAM
Lico,
Angela
Nina &. Andrea ,
Is that • dOl ? Quick into the phone c:JOSC1
Liro ,

Angel.

len.
TIle Eagles said it best with "I hope it', not just
wuted time," bllt no maner what happens, "you
can alW1Ys count on a friend."
A

sC'C~t .dmi~r

WRO~

itisn'tfulU
thaI specia

lesday S
~elllbb",.

-
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Captain Goatee's weekly review
Captain Goatee
Staff Writer

This week I sort of "pit" U2 against
My Life with the Thrill Kill Kult.
When U2 changed their sound with
Achtung Baby, there was talk that
Bono was mimicking the style of
Thrill Kill Kult's Groovie Mannjust a
little too much. The Flood influenced
dance beats, Eno influenced 'sound,
and Bono's "Fly" costume seemed to
be a sure indicator of his Groovie
Mann obsession.

bites. It sets the low end of the Captain
Goalee rating curve. The only song
that is even remotely worth listening to
is the bonus track of Nirvana 's "Negative Creep". It's the only really violent, piss and vinegar song covered on
this album, and, for some reason, the
synthesized strings substituted for
Kurt's howling are almost funny.
Almost...
OK , a recap. Repeat after me. I
WILL NOTBUY GRUNGE UTE. IT
ISN'T ACOUSTIC.
IT ISN ' T
FUNNY. IT JUST PLAIN SUCKS.

Album Review

But in spite of the changes, there
was still a bit of that oid U2 in there. Zooropa
Then comes Zooropa... The first two U2
singles from the album are "Numb" Island (1993)
and "Lemon." These aren't exactly 7 goatees
favorable names to describe the music,
but we'll see if U2 has changed comMy friends know that I'm not too
. pletely and if Bono has become . fond of the "new" U2. The band has
"Groovie" Bono.
followed the pathofR.E.M. and traded
in their old standard sound for a srudio
I also look at the latesi EP from substirute. A band which once wrote
techno man Moby and first, the abso- urgent music with a purpose has
lutely worthless Grunge Lite album.
drifted to crafting music that is neither
as grand or as personal as what it used
to be.

Album Review

Grunge Lite
Sara DeBell

crz Records, Ltd. (1993)
2 goatees
DON'T BUY THIS ALBUM. IT •
IS HORRENDOUS. Grunge Lite is
the worst album I have heard in a 10llg
while. The cover features a girl and
guy with an acoustic guitar, and the
back reveals songs by Nirvana, Pearl
Jam , and Soundgarden among others.
U2 seems to have given up on the
When I first saw the cover, I though
"Hmm, Tori Amos did a classic slow 4 man band idea and added Flood and
acoustic version of 'Smells Like Teen Brian Eno as members. Their syntheSpirit', and someone stole her idea. sizer and dance beat additions have
changed the sound of U2 from perThis album might be good."
forming rock band to some sort of
WRONG! This is NOT slow, modern day industrial-rock -technopretty, acoustic versions of your favor- ballad group. It may not be that terite grunge songs. Instead it is 40 rible of a change, but I don't like the
minutes of the worst, all synthesizer, siruation. From what I've read, the
elevator music, mad~ in your living guys in the ban~ starting listening to
techno/industrial music, decided they
room, junk ever made.
liked it, and decided they should start
"Wait!" you say, "That sounds like making that type of music. It doesn't
seem right that they should hire two '
a hilarious gag gift allium."
great musicians and producers to help
~~~~3~~~~~~~
convert their sound.
", .

WRONG AGAIN! It isn't cheesy ,
it isn't funny, it isn't even annoying in
that special sort of way. It just plain

So what does Zooropa offer?
Well . it' s really not that bad. The o ld
U2 pushes through a bit on some
songs. "Dirty Day" is mellow and
fairly nice. Bono voice drifts from
normal to falsetto along slow lines of
melody. It's a good song that flows
well and has a good structure. ~' Stay
(Faraway, So Close)" sounds like an
"old" U2 song.
It's still rather
straightforward, and Bono actually
gets around to some characteristic
soaring on the vocals.
Squeezed around " Stay" are
"Lemon" and "Daddy's Gonna Pay for
Your Crashed Car." "Lemon" is acceptable, but it really lacks any coherency and seems to be based around
some sound experimenting of Brian
Eno's. It has Bono singing some
weird, falsetto backup and it's main
endearing fearure is that is has lots of
quirkiness. Go figure though, it's the
newest single.
There are better
choices on the album, but for some
reason, U2 has decided to market itself
as a nouveau industrial band.
The be~t "weird" track is obviously"Numb." It's kind of odd, kind
of funky and it has that dark mystery
that worked well on Achrung Baby's
"The Fly." Unfortunatelv. MTV and
radio have played it 30 billion times,
and I'm getting sick of it. "Numb"
does not belong on some booming car
stereo. It should really be played in a
dark club with nifty black lights and
stuff. Beach MTV just isn' t quite the
right setting for it.
The album closes with "The Wanderer." It's a neat song because it
fearures Johnny Cash on lead vocals.
Unforrunately the synthesizer in the
background sounds like a Casio minikeyboard rumba dance beat, and
Cash's voice is lost a bit in the mix.
The gospel harmonies are very simple,
and I can definitely say that this isn' t
"Ring of Fire". Still, lots of pluses go
to U2 for getting the Man in Black.
The big drawback of the track is that if
you let the song play out, you will be
offered a loud beeping signal. It
sounds just like my alarm clock, and
quite frankly, I don't like it. Is this
annoying little ending some kind of
statement from the Edge that I'm not
getting?

Zooropa has a fe.w high points, but,
for the most part, the album sounds
like a bunch of music made while
Brian Eno and Flood showed the guys
Ok, off of my soapbox.
how to make this kind of music. U2
I know in the back of my mind that has found a new "toy" in this new
none of this should really judge the sound of theirs and they'd like th'e
music . What does anyone care how a whole world to hear them play with it.
record was made? (I won't bring up It's not a terrible album , and it makes
Milli Vanilli because both Eno and nice background music if you just
Flood are credited somewhal.) What wantto study or something. Iwouldn't
really matters is the sound quality. So lis.ten to it too hard oryou ' ll fmd it has
I'll try to judgeZooropa without think- lit11e substance. The real music comes
ing aboutthe U2 of my youth. I figu re, from the bands U2 has based its new
if you wan tto go offabout the new U2, . sound on. They know what they are
you had better flfst have all of the old doing, and thankfully, they aren't
sruff on CD.
trying to rum into the old U2. So if you

want the old stuff, go back and buy who the Thrill Kill Kult was. As a
new CD's to replace those worn out result, their album, Sexplosion, was
tapes. If you want the new stuff, go picked up by a major label, and now
fmd those groups that have inspired 1993 brings us 13 Above the Night.
the new U2 sound.
All I can say is "wow." I had always
liked all of the Thrill Kill Kult I had
(Warning: Please take this review with heard before, but this new album is a
the knowledge that poor old Captain new level.
Goatee has a hang-up with the new U2
sound. I tried to be un-biased, but it
might not have worked out that way.
Thanks.)

Album Review
13 Above the Night
My Life with the Thrill Kill Kult
Interscope/Atlantic (1993)
10 goatees
The old My Life with the Thrill
Kill Kult was fun , and the dance
techno sound was disco funky. The
movie, Cool World, help boost the
"Sex on Wheels" single into the public
eye, and all of the sudden, people knew
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EIT re.view session schedule
(Tues) October 5
EIT Review Session
Electric~1 Cir.;uits C'E 114 7pm

erues) October) 9
EIT Review Session
Mathematics CE 114 7pm

(Thurs) October 7
EIT Review Session
Statics & Dynamics CE 117 7pm

-<Tues) October 26
EIT Review Session
Thermodynamics CE 117 7pm

(Tues) October 12
EIT Review Session
Engineering Economics
H-SS G-5 7pm

(Thurs) October 28
EIT Review Session
Fluid Mechanics CE 114 7 pm

(Thurs) October 14
EIT Review Session
Mechanics of Materials CE 114
7pm

(Sat) October 30
EIT

The men of Theta Xi are proud to
introduce as our Homecoming Queen
Candidate Miss T. J. Davenport. T. J.
is the daughter of Paul E. and Regina
R. Davenport from Weston, Missouri.
T. 1., a senior ill Civil En'g ineering, has
always taken an active role here at
UMR. T. 1. is a memberofChi Omega
Sorority and is currently serving her
second semester as president. In addition to her membership she has represented Chi Omega in Panhellenic
Cou nci l serving as secretary/treasurer. T. 1. is also active in the AF ROTC and Arnold Air Society. She is
a member of Lambda Sigma Pi and is
currently serving as Greek Judicial
BoardCo-Chair. T. J. is active in intramurals as well as other campus activities. We are pleased and honored to be
so well represented for Homecoming
Queen.

The
women
of UMR 's
Panhellenic Council present Ms. Julie
Schroer as their Homecoming Queen
Candidate. Julie is the daughter of
Joseph and Janet Shroer of Jefferson
City, MO. She is aseniorin Mechanical Engineering with an emphasis in
Manufacturing.
Julie has been in Panhellenic for
four years and is currently serving as
Vice President. She )las also $~rvc d
Panhellenic as Sorori ty Relations
chairman and as PR/Historian chai rman. She has been a member ofKappa
Delta Sorority for four years and has
held the offices of Scholarship Chairman, Secretary, Panhellenic Representative, and Special EventslHomecoming Chairman. She has also been
active in Alpha Phi Omega, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, and
intramural sports.

Beta Sigma Psi is proud to announce Rdouea Ught as their 1993
Homec::aaiuJ: Qoeaa Candidate. Rebecca. !he cbapIe.- of O!arles and
FamJII Lipr from roUa, MO, is a
Junior" in Electrical Engineering. Her
CMDpus activities include Kappa
Delta, where she is currently Vice
President of Pledge Education,
PanheUenicColic' ·' , IEEE,SWE.and
Phi Eta Sigma. We wish Rebc:a:a !be
best of luck

Kappa Delta Sorority is pleased
to announce Denise Ratcliff as our
candidate for . Homecoming queen.
Denise is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs .
Bob Ratcliff of Eldon, MO. She is a
senior majoring in chemical engineering . She has been active in Kappa
Delta Sorority for eight semesters and
has held positions as secretary, asst.
treasurer, and treasurer. Her other
campus activities include Blue Key,
AICHE, SWE, Phi Eta Sigma, UM R
Panhellenic Council , UMR Women 's
Advisory Committee. Omega ,Chi
Epsilon treasurer, IK, Madrigal Sing ers, Tau Beta Pi, and concert band. We
feel Denise deserves this honor and
wish her the bes t of luck .

The men of Alpha Epsilon Pi are
proud to present Miss Lori Emmons as
ourcandidakfor Homecoming Queen
1993. Miss Emmons is involved in a
variety of campus activities including
AIChe. Gamma Alpha Delta, SWE,
the Daughters of the Lion, and the
Newman Center. Miss Emmons also
docs volunteer work in education and
at local hospitals. The men of Alpha
Epsilon Pi wish her and all the candidates the best of luck.

Rakiyah Mason is the daughter of
Barrie-Jill Mason from St. Louis,
Missouri. Rakiyah is a senior in
Mechanical Engineering with plans to
complete her master's Clegree in Biomedical Engineering. As a student at
UMR, she has been invoved in several
organizations such as Pi Tau Sigma
Mechanical engineering Honor Society, Tau Beta Pi National Engineering
Honor Society, the Mechanical Engineering !:lonors Program, and the
National Society of Bl ack Engineers.
In addition to her participation on
campus: Rakiyah also donates her
time to help her community. She h as
coached novice tennisior the Illinoi s
State Special Olympics tournament
and h as judged science fair projects at
Truman Elementary. The members of
the Association for Black Students are
proud to present Rakiyah Mason as our
Homecoming Queen candidate.
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Cathy Carlisle is the daughter of
James T. and Marilyn S. Carlisle of
Palm Beach Gardens, F.lorida. She is a
senior in Metallurgical Engineering.
She played varsity soccer for four
years, is an alumni member of Omega
Sigma, and has been a memberofGDI
for the last three ye';'s.
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The sisters of Chi Omega proudly
present Miss Sandy Junge,daughterof
Diane Junge of St. Louis, MO, as our
1993 Homecoming Candidate. Sandy
has energetically immersed herself in
activities 'across campus while maintaining her4 .0 as a senior in mechanical engineering. She has been very
involved in Chi Omega as pledge
trainer and house manager, as well. as
the UMR Transfer Student Association as president. During her college
career Sandy has been active in UMR
T.E.C.H.S. Peer Counseling, Tau Beta
Pi, Engineering Honor Society, Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society, the Society
of Women Engineers, and KMNR.
With her vivacious personality, we
feel that Sandy is the ideal choice for
Homecoming Queen. Chi Omega
wishes Sandy the best of luck.

Tau Beta Sigma and Kappa
Kappa Psi, National Honorary Band
Fraternities, proudly present 1993
Homecoming Queen candidate, Amy
Keaton, of Belleville; IL. Amy is a
Junior in Civil Engineering and is
active in other campus activities as
well. Amy is President of the Delta Xi
Chapter of tau Beta Sigma, Activities
Chairman for Chi Omega, and is a
member of the UMR Marching Band.
She has also held other offices in these_
organizations such as Color Guard
Section leader in Marching Band and
Corresponding Secretary in Tau Beta
Sigma. The membership of Kappa
Kappa Psi and Tau Beta Sigma feel
Amy Keaton's campus involvement
and leadership skills make her stand
out as an excellent for Hom~comillg
Queen, and we wish her good iuck in
Homecoming 1993.

Iidale.

The men of Kappa Sigma are
proud to present Miss Susan Jamboretz as our candidate for Homecoming Queen 1993. Susan, the daughter
of Thomas and Mary Kay Jamboretz
ofSt. Louis, MO, is a member of Zeta
Tau Alpha and has been active in her
sorority. She is a senior in Civil Engineering and belongs to ASCE and Chi
Epsilon. We wish the best of luck to
Susan and hope everyone has a good
homecoming.

The University of MissouriRolla's Student Council is proud to
present Miss Brandi Michelle Lear as
its 1993 Homecoming Queen candidate. Brandi, the daughter of William
and Luann Lear of Knob Noster, Missouri, is pursuing majors in both Nuclear Engineering and Applied Mathematics, along with getting herreaching
certification . Brandi currently is the
Student Council Public rel ations
Committee Chairman. While being an
active member of the Quadrangle Hall
Association. she also belongs to the
Society of Women Engineers and the
American Nuclear Society. Brandi
also serves on the Student Affairs
Committee and the Academic CounciL Brandi has represented the women
of the Quad as a manager in the Intramurals Manager Association, and she
is presently an alternate Residential
Assistant. Brandi is an outgoing individual, and we are proud to have her as
our 1993 Homecoming Queen Candidate.

The staff of the Missouri .M iner
are proud to announce Miss Elizabeth
Kladuson, daughter of Leonare! and
Carol Kladuson od Mission, Kansas ,
as our 1993 Homecoming Queen candidate. Elizabeth is a member of the
Chi Omega, Association of Engineer.ng Geologists. and on the staff of the
~ 1;ner. The staff of the Miner would
I;: .' .0 wish Elizabeth the best of luck
d" -, ;lg this years Homecoming.
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The Residence Hall Association
of the University of Missouri-Rolla is
proud to present Christina Anne Steck
as our 1993 Homecoming Queen
Candidate. Tina, daughter of David
and Anita Steck of St. Louis, is a
sophomore pursuing a degree in Mechanical Engineering. She is very
involved in the Residence Halls as an
officer on the QHA Executive Board, a
delegate to the National Association of
College and University Residence
Halls 1993 Conference, and as a
member of various committees. Her
other campus activities include membership in the Society of Women
Engineers and being an EXCEL Facilitator. We wish the best of luck to
Tina!

Sigma Phi Epsilon is proud to
have Valerie Osborn representing us
as our Homecoming Queen Candidate.
Valerie is a sophomore majoring in
Civil Engineering. She is playing for
the Lady Miner's softball team for the
second year. Valerie spends her free
time participating in Gamma Eta, a
service organization, and the American Society of Civil Engineers. Best of
luck Valerie!!
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The men of Sigma Chi are proud to
present Julie Donnelly as their homecoming queen candidate. Julie is the
daughter of Joseph and Maria Donnelly and is from Chesterfield, MO.
She is currently <l Junior majoring in
Chemical Engineering. At UMR she
has been a member of the Cross Country and Track teams and has been
active in UM R TECHS and AICHE. In
addition, Julie has served on TJHA as
floor vice-president, and served as the
Newman Center' s representative to
Student Council. She is currently a RA
for 5 North at TJ. The men of Sigma
Chi give her their best wishes.

=¥-:'

Queeqs

The men of Sigma Nu extend our
sincerest congratulations and support
to Miss Amy Ruhland, daughter of
Timothy and Margaret Ruhland of SI.
Louis Missouri as our 1993 Homecoming Queen Candidate. Amy is a
sophomore majoring in Civil Engineering. Amy is currently an active
member of Chi Omega where she
served as her pledge class community
service chairperson. She is also a
member o f the Intercollegiate
Knights, Lambda Sigma Pi, Little
Sisters of the White Star and the staff
of the Missouri Miner. Sig~a Nu
would like to wish Amy the best of
luck during this year's homecoming .

Nicole Winter, the daughter of
KathY,and Steve Winters, is from High
,Ridge, Missouri. She is. a sophomore
in Mining Engineering . Nicole is also
an active member of Zeta Tau Alpha
and, IK and is ·the treasurer of Del ta
Delta Service Organization. We the
members of Tau Kappa Epsilon are
proud to have her as our 1993 Homecoming queen candidate and wish her
the bes t of luck.

The member of the M-Club are
proud to present Ms. Kristan King as
our Homecoming queen candidate.
Kri~tan , daughter of Richard and
Susan IGng of Overland Park, Kansas,
is a junior majoring in Metallurgical
Engineering who has been inthe honor
roll three semesters. She is a member
of the Daughters of Lee, the Society of
Metallurgical Engineers, and the
American Foundrymen' s Society.
She is also active in the M-Club, as she
currently holds the office of publicity.
Kristan is also Captain of the
Women's softball team, where last
year she earned second team AllMlAA and All-Acadenlic MIAA honors in the outfield.

The men of Sigma Pi are pleased
to present our candidate for 1993
Homecoming
Queen,
Mary
Rohrbacker, a sophomore from SI.
Louis majoring in civil engineering.
Mary -enjoys success as a starting
pitcher for .the Lady Miner Varsity
softball team. She will be a new initiate of Ze ta Tau Alpha this semes ter as
we ll as the rush chairman for Delta
Epsi lon . a Sigma Pi affili ated service
organizat ion. We wish her the bes t of
luck .

:.

The Brothers of Kappa Alpha
Order are proud to announce our 1993
Homecoming Queen candidate, Teresa Heithaus. Teresa is the daughter of
Ken & Sue Heithaus from Springfield,
. MO. She is a Sophomore majoring in
Civil Engineering. She is active in
seyeral campus organizations while
maintaining a 4.0 G.P.A. Her activities include Student 'Advisor for the
Chancellor' s Leadersliip Class, Phi
Eta, Sigma, Intercollegiate Knights.
and the S.U.B Concerts committee.
Teresa exemplifies Kappa Alpha's
,spirit .of ·dediq tion.r to s_ef'{ic.e and
excellence. The men of Kappa Alpha·
wish both her and th~ other Queen candidates the best of luck.

Pi Kappa Phi is proud to present
Miss Stacy Doing as our 1993 Homecoming Queen Candidate. Stacy is a
senior majoring in geological engineering and is from Springfield, MO.
She has been the philanthropy chairman and the alumni relations chairman of Kappa Delta sorority, the recorder and the introductory council
secretary of Tau Beta Sigma, a member of the Student Health Advisory
Board and a member of the Association of Engineering Geologists. We
wish Stacy the best of luck.
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The men of Pi Kappa Alpha an' nounce with pride our 1993 Homecoming Queen Candidate, Susan
Lorene Race. Susan, from the beautiful town of Leawood, Kansas, is studying geological engineering and plans
to graduate in December. During her
college years here at UMR, Susan has
involved herself in many different
activities and organizations. She is a
mern!Jer of Chi Omega sorority where
she has served two semesters as social
chairman. She has shown leadership
ability in the service organization
Lambda Sigma Pi where she served as
fundraising chairman and treasurer.
Susan is also dedicated to her field of
study. She has t,\ught GE 50 lab as a
student assistant, volunteered at the
annual GE phone-a-thon, and is a
member of the Association of Engineering Geologists. Currently she is
pledging Sigma Gamma Epsilon, the
geological honor fraternity . She has
also volunteered at several Red Cross
Blood Drives. Susan's accomplishments, achievements, and, more importahtly, her warm personality make
her an outstanding choice for Homecoming Queen. Good luck, Susan!

The ladies of Zeta Tau Alpha are
proud to present Miss Janice Struckoff
as our 1993 Homecoming Queen '
Candidate. Janice, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Struckoff of Augusta, MO is a senior majoring in
Mechanical Engineering. As a member of Zeta Tau Alpha, she has served
as treasurer and house manager. On
campus, Janice is involved in many
activities, which have included Phi Eta
Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, Pi Tau Sigma, and
the American Society of Mecnanical
Engineers. We feel that Janice's outgoing personality and enthusiasm will
. make her the ideal candidate for 1993
Homecoming Queen.

The men of Acacia are proud to
sponsor Jana Neal as their Homecoming 1993 Queen Candidate. J ana, the
daughter of Tom and Susan Neal of
Camdenton, Missouri, is a senior
majoring in Psychology. Jana is very
active in Delta Delta Service Sorority,
having held the offices of president,
vice-president, and secretary. She is
also a member of Phi Eta Sigma, Psi
Club, English Club, IK, and has been a
member of UMR Cheerleader and an
associate member of the Kappa Delta,
as well as involvement in otherorganizations. We wish her the best ofluck!

Thomas Jefferson Hall ,Association proudly nominates Miss Amy
Sauer as our 1993 Homecoming
Queen Candidate. Amy. the daughter
of Mrs. Joseph sauer. is from High
Ridge. Mo. She is ajunior majoring in
Civil Engineering, a member of the
Society of Women Engineers, and is
involved in the American Society of
Civil Engineers. Amy is currently active in intramural compe,tition and is a
fonner soccer player for the Lady
Miner,. Amy is an outgoing person
and T; HA is honored to present her as
our que~' candidate.

The men of Phi Kappa Theta
Fraternity are proud to present Kim
thone as our Homecoming Queen
Candidate for the 1993-94 school year:
Kim, daughter of Ken and Joann
Thone of Florissant, Missouri. is a
senior majoring in Engineering Management with a preference in Electrical Engineering. She has acquired a
cumulative grade pointof2.75 and is a
member oC-Zeta Tau Alpha sorority.
Kim is also involved in Lambda Sigma
Pi, Omega Sigma, and A. S. E. M. We
wish the best of luck to Kim in this
year's Homecoming Queen competi- _
tion .

Omega Sigma presents Tricia
Rudloff as their Homecoming Queen
candidate. This is Tricia' s third semester as a member of Omega Sigma.
and last semester she served as the
Social Officer. Tricia's other organizational involvement includes Kappa
Delta Sorority, where she has held the
offices of Assistant Social and Activities Director; Society of Women
Engineers; and American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astonautics. Tricia is
originally from Norfolk, Nebraska,
and has come to UMR to study aerospace engineering.
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Transcripts, recommendations. and an essay must

FELLOWSHIPS

fall 1993 term. Deferred date for receipt of Refer-

ties, medical schools and research institutions to

tion's supply of scientists and cngi~; 10

be submitted as outlined on the application form.

for MATH and SCIENCE STUDENTS

ence Report fonns from

cc:~in refe,rees if the

conduct scientific studies on various diseases,

broaden the participation of minorities, women,

APPLICA nON A v AlLABLE IN THE STU·

by Mark Kantrowitz and Joann P. Dieennaro

applicant has recently enlered a new department.

including AIDS, tuberculosis. hay fever, hives.

and the disabled in science and engineering ca-

DENT FINANCIAL AID OFFICE. G.}

Price S19.95 (paper); S29.95 (cloth)

Ref~ereporuinthiscategorywillbeaccepted

L)11le disease, tropical diseases and sexually

reen>; to enhance teacher preparation and faculty

until January 14.

transmitted diseases.

development; to strengthen cooperation within

PARKER HALL.
COMPLETED APPLICATIONS MUST BE

1994 DOE INTEGRATED MANUFACTUR.

RECIEVED IN DETRIOT NO LATER THAN

ING FELLOWSHIPS

JANUARY 29, 1994.

HOW TO APPLY· IN BRIEF
The Prentl« Hall Guide to SCHOLARSHIPS

Prospective fellowship- applicants may request

and FELLOWSHIPS For Math and Science

initial application materials from the foUowing

Students, wrinen by Mark Kantrowitz and Joann

sources:

P. DiGennaro, offers students at an etade levels,
more than 250 full listings of collegescholarships,

Approximotely 55 students will be selected

the academic community and federaltaboratories.

The Harry S. Truman Scholar.;hip Foundo·

for the 1994 progn.m. scheduledfor Feb. 600 10.

the OU: Ridge witute for Science and

lion was established by Congress in 1975 as the

They will auend a series oflectureti by NIH $Cieo·

Education (ORISE) was established by the U. S.

official federal memorial to honor the thirty-third

tists and will tour the renowned NIH Clinical

Department of Energy to undertake mnational and

President of the United States.

Center, one of the world's largest research hospi-

intemational progranu in science and eneineering

tals. They will have face-to-face discussions with

education, training and management systems,

In 1993 up to 85 scholarships will be

scientists about current research initiatives and

energy and environmental s)"Stems, and medical

awarded. A Truman Scholarship provides up to

advances as well as career concerns. All partici-

sciences. ORISE and its programs are operated by

$30,0000, $3 ,000 for the senior year of under-

pants will be provided with expenses and round-

the Oak Ridee Associated Univeniities (ORAU)

1. By writing to the Fellowship Office, National

graduate education and $27,000 for graduate

trip transportation to the Bethesda camp.

through a management and operating contract

studies.

graduatefell.owships, plus 84 contcsts and compe-

Research Council, 2101 ' Constitution Avenue,

titions, summer programs, and researcb programs

Washinloon D. C. 20418, or telephoning (202)

in science, mathematics, engineering. and "gen-

334-2872.

Nomjnees have to be juniors who expect to

eral category" programs.

The students also will have the opportunity

with the U. S. Department of Energy. Established

to apply for summer positions in the NlAID Divi-

in 1946, ORAU isa consortiwnof65 colleges and

~ion of Intramural research. These jobs provide

universities.

receive their baccalaureate degrees between De-

opportunities to incrca.se students' knowledge and

Prepared by two leading experts, the book was

2. On campus from s,raduate deans, deans of sci-

ccmbcr,1994 and August, 1995. Nominees have

understanding of biomedical research, career

The National Library of Poetry has an-

originally developed as a scholarship ~i9~ ~or _

enc~!"d engin!ering schools, he •.ds of depart-

to be ranked in the upper quarter of their c1ass and

paths and the types of positions available at NIH.

nounced that S 12,000 in prizes wilt be awarded

R~arch Sci~nc~ JlUritJ"'~ students and alumni.

ments in disciplines related to the fellowship. fel-

be United States citizens.

Over the years it has continually been revised and

lowship offices, and fmancialaid offices that have

updated by Joann P. DiGennaro. Often noted as

requested materi"als.

Applicants must have a 3.0 or better GPA

this year to over 250 poets in the North American

and be recommended by the deans and faculty

Open Poetry Contest. The deadline for the contest

memben> of their schools. Selection is based on

is September 30, 1993. -The contest is open to

career in public service. The Truman Foundation

tJ:1ese recommendations and the students' personal

enf)'0ne, but seniors are particularly welcome,

and academic achievements.

and entry is FREE.

Also, nominees have to be committed toa

the only book to focus on opportunities for mathe- .
matics. science. and engineering students at the

A complete application consists of the following:

defmes pUblic service as "employment in:

malt school, undergraduate. and graduate

Fellowship Application-Part I, Fellowship Appli-

govememnt at any level, unifonned services,

For an application packet. contact NlAID at

"Many of our previous winners have rome

public-interest organizations, nongovernmental

9000 Rockville Pike, Building 31, Room 7a19,

from the ranks of senior citizens," said Howard
Ely, contest director, "Maybe it's because they

le\'els,

2.

the authors have decided to make it accessible to a

cation·Part

much greater audience.

search, Previous Res«rch and Experience,

research and/or educational organizations, and

Bethesda, Md. 2089i or coli (301) 496-4846.

Undergraduate GPA Form. academic transcripts,

public-service oriented non-proJit organizations

Applieations also may be obtained from the col-

have had the _opportunity to experience the many

JOIM DiGcrinaro is President of the CenterforEx-

and Reference Report fonns. After an applicant

such as those whose primary purposes are to help

lege or uni.versity dean or repres~nl8ti\'es for NIH

things in life which provide the 'raw material' for

Propsed Plan of Study and Re-

artistic creation."

celknce in Education, a private. nonprofit educa-

ha5 completed and returned Fellowship Applica.

needy or ~isadvantaged persons or to protect the

programs such as Minority Access to Research

tional foundation dedicated to improving United

tion-Part 1 to the Fellowship Office, NRC,

environment"

Careers or Minority Biomedical Research Sympo-

Any poet, whether previously published or

States

application packet containing the remaining

sium. The completed application packet must be

not, can be a winner. Every poem entered also has

received at NIAID from the dean or chairperson

a chance to be published in a deluxe, hardbound

science

and

mathematics

education

10

through innovative proerams. Ms. DiGCMaro

fonns will be sent to the applicant.

established the Cmtcr (fonnerly the Admiral H. G.

IMPORTANT:

RicMVU Foundation) with Admiral Rickover in

with registrars and referees to have transcripts and

ments are encouraged to send potential nominees

notified by letter about fmal selections of pa'rtici.

1983.

Reference Report forms mailed/delivered directl.y

to Donald B. Oster, Associate Professor of His-'

pants after Dec. 17, 1993.

to the applicant in scaled envelopes. The tran-

tory, room 124. H-SS Building, for preliminary

The Center provides programs and oppo~ties

scripts, Reference Report forms, and other appli:

screening.

foracademicallytalentedstudents, andsp'~nsors-i

cation materials should be placed in the return

six. week intensive program. developed with lead-

envelope with the fellowship Application-Part 2

Each applicant should ammge

The University of Missouri-Rolla can
nomiv-nate three students.

Academic depart-

anthology.
To enter, send ONE original poem, any
subject and any style, to The National Library of

Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Dr., P. O. Box 104-ZI.
Owings Mills, MD21117. The poem should be no

Students need to contact Oster before Octo-

career in applied health physics. The program is

dress should appcar on the top of the page. Entries

open. to U. S. citizens and pennanent resident

must be postmarked by September 30. 1993. A

aliens who hold a B. S. degree in life or physical

new contest opens October I, 1993.

~pable ~aents: inte~ted'i~'pursuing a

highly

and mailed to t,he Fellowship Office. Donold.elay~.. her 15 ,~as the nomination process must be commallina

inghouse Science Talent Search honorees and

include all materials; items not included with the

the Appllcatlon.Part 2 in order to

Dec. 3, 1993. Applicants will be

The AHPfellowship is designed tQ support

ing educators from the U.S. and other~nation. The

0(

no later than

Oster's campus 'phone is 4817.

organization has had more of its students as Wet-

pleted before December 2.

more than 20 lines. and the poet-'s name and ad·

sciences, ef;lg'ineering, or mathematics and who

winners than any other educational organiLations

Application-Part 2 may be mailed somewhat later

INTRODUCTION TO BIOMEDICAL RE·

have not comp leted more ¥tM.one tenn of gradu-

THE ELIE WIESEL PRIZE IN ETtnCS

in the country.

but without undue delay.

SEARCH ENCOURAGES MINOiuTY STU·

ate school at the time of applicati~n.

SAY CONTEST. 1994

Mark Kantrowitz, a recipient of a National Sci-

record of the mailing tia:tes .by requesting a "Cer-

ence foundation Graduate Fellowship and a Hertz

tificate of Mailing" from the post office.

It

is suggested that applicants obtain a

Foundation Res«rch Fellowship . Grant, is a '
member of nwnerous professional organizations

Are you an academicaJly talented minority

Or in your first year of graduate or medical

cal research.

Applications must be re-

Fellowship selection wi ll be announced in Mid-

The AHP fellowship offers an annual sti-

leges or universities in the United States. Students

pend of S14,400, payment for tuition and fees for

must have registered senior statUS during the Fall

mastei'~ degree in appliec

~ilCd to the Fellowship Office, NRC, in an

tiou.c: Diseases (NlAlD) in Bethesda, Md., offen>

health physics at a OOE-designated uninrsity

AND FELLOWSHIPS for Math and Science

envelope postmarked no la ter than November

th-: [':,roduction to Biomedical Research Program

program, and the opportunity to gsin hands-on,

Students is the first guide to show students inter-

5, or to be delh'ered 1.0 person by that dale.

that ~cquaints academically talented minority stu-

practical experience in an applied health physics

rlent." ·.; th career opportunities in biomedical re-

capacity at a DOE site during a three-month prac-

search

ticum.

ested in . careers in math, science, or engineering
how to tap sources of financial aidforundergndu-

January 4.1994 - Postmar deadline for fellow-

The contest is open to undergraduate seniors who
are enrolled full-tim~ at accredited, four year col-

. April 1994.

The National Institute Allergy .and Wee-

'The Prent\oe Hall Guide to SCHOLARSlHPS

ELIGmlLITY:

ceived by 4:30 p. m., Monday, January 31.1994.

Jowshlp Application-Part L This fonn must be

.-

£S-

SEED is currently accepting applications
for 1994-95 awards.

school? Areyou interested in a career in biomedi·
November S, 1993 . Postmark deadline for Fel-

Carnegie Mellon University.

DENTS TO PURSUE SOENC£ CAREER

student in your junior or seni<?r year of college?
SCHEDULE AND DEADLINES

with two B. S. degrees from MIT, an M S. from

-

Page 19

study leading to a

1993 semester.

See Aid page 22
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Campus-Wide Information
-

FreS

Services: The Internet Gopher
What is the Internet Gopher?
The Internet Gopher is a distributed information
storage and retrieval system developed at the
University of Minnesota. It provides a convenient,
cost effective means for making information and
network resources available across the campus
and across the Internet.
How is Gopher being used on campus?
The UMR Gopher is being offered to allow the
campus to explore an alternative method for
accessing online information (such as the
mainframe-based UMRINFO) and to provide
faculty, staff and students access to a growing
number of Gopher servers at other universities
and government facilities on the Internet.
Computing Services will continue to investigate
other "user-friendly" mechanisms for creating
Campus-Wide Information Systems and delivering
Internet access.

oftH
schO

~~rr[k
«@lfi) ~rlY,,~[f)}®~»

Wesley Woodcut

.~

,

Servers at the National Institute of Health,
National Science Foundation, and National Center
fo ~ Atmospheric Research wil! be of particular
interest as well as those at other academic
institutions.

How to access information on Gopher.
On campus, you can get to Gopher from any NO'lell
attached PC or Mac. Some unix workstations can
also reach our Gopher. Sorry, no mainframe version
is available. From a PC, Gopher is started with the
gopher command or througr the UMRMENU
application: after that, use the arrow keys and
return, or a single click of the mouse to select an
item. The high-lighted character in menu blocks,
~, return key, or double click of the mouse will Initiate
{ an operation. On.a Mac,. locate the Gopher icon in
I
the Campus Network Access folder on the
MACINTOSH file server and double-click as usual to
sel~ct items.
Questions, comments or problems with or about
using the UMR Gopher should be directed to
helpdesk@umr.edu. Inquiries regarding how you
might make your information available via the UMR
Gopher should be directed to gopher@umr.edu.

Theta

Theta'Tau (

ih'~ annual fl

Schola~hip. It
awarded on the
pus honors, can
intervieW. To
have complete(
UMR and have

Saturday
October
8th

Computing Services has placed the Internet
Gopher into operation as a part of the campuswide information system services available to
campus network users. Athough the gopher
client software is generally available on campus
machines, from time to time, the structure of the
menus and information items will be changed,
moved or expanded. Due to the nature of the
UMR Gopher environment, the dynamic nature of
networked computing and the variety of desktop
systems used as clients, some portions may not
fu'nction properly.
What's out there'?
UMR specific information includes a faculty/staff
telephone and email directory, faculty lecture
notes, Computing Services documentation, all of
the information found in UMRINFO, the campus
I
Library catalog system (LUMIN), and read access
, to the local NetNews groups.

~

,
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• equi pment provi ded
«donuts, juice, and
1unch supp 1i ed
Come join us in Christian love and help us keep the
needy Rolla-area residents warm this winter!

Meet at 'yjesley at B :00 am
403 West 8th Street (across from the post office) '

or call 364-1061
T&.~ $t(A,d~n-t 'Un-ian- 3a~J)d ~h,d
UMR. Substance Abuse Prevention Program
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Role rnodels of the Jurassic era

, • .;.,

Sc~olarship

Laurie Wilman
StafT Writer

Theta Tau Omega
Okay, people. Enough is enough.
Wars are ravaging the Middle East,
floods have just water-logged most of
the Midwest, and NAITA is off doing
Theta ' Tau Omega is sponsoring
its own thing (what that might be,
their arulUal Fre~lunan of the Year
Scholarship., It is a $250 shcolarship heavenly bodies and those taking econ
awarded on the' basis of G.P.A., cam- only know), but what seems to be on
pus honors, c.ampus activities, and an everyone's mind, on every talk show,
interview. < To ·.be :.~ligible, YOIl must and in every newspaper is a rotund,
have compJeted 30 :"edit hours at purple-skinned, I-never-change-myUMR andl\ave sophomore standing. ' facial-expression dinosaur who goes
{"."
.
by the unassuming name of Barney.
AppllcatiOJls 'for lhe ' schoiarship
Now, ifthe mere sound of this ohcan be obtained through your organi- too-friendly creature's name strikes
zation president, and they will be due
horror in your soul, may I suggest
Thursday, October 7. ' The interview
never selling foot outside of your
date is Tuesday, October 12.
house, because, like it or not, he's
everywhere. Barney coloring books ,
sticker books, story books, videos,
Source

ut
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children' s clothes, birthday cakes, and
helium balloons have taken over this
entire country. Would anyone care to
place a bet on what the number one
Halloween costume among the kiddies
will be this year? Yep, you got it. My
niece just had a birthday, and do we
have to guess what the theme was? My
much too talented sister even drew
Barney'~ out-of-sh~pe shape on all the
party favor bags. Shouldn't somewhere a line to be drawn?
Well, I'm sure there was an
overwhelming, resound ing "yes" to
that question, but I just don't know
mean. when we were
anymore.
growi ng up, we had Bugs Bunny.
Elmer fudd, and Yosemite Sam to
keep us entertained. Every afternoon,
the Mouseketeers sang that they would
"See you real soon, .. .Why? Because
we like you." Sesru'ne Street taught us
to cooperate and never be a grouch
(although I al ways kind ofliked Oscar)
and to always believe in our imaginary

, Bound & Gagged

friends because Snufflupagus would
be loyal for life, no maner what Luis,
Gordon, or Maria ever thought.
Maybe,just maybe, dearo!' Barney is
simply trying to do this new generation 's Mickey Mouse, and all his bordering-on-annoying lin Ie buddies are
his Mouseketeers. In a world such as
we live in now , with guns in schools ,
murders on playgrounds, and drugs on
street comers, perhaps it's nearly
impossible to get these kids to believe
in im aginary friends. so the corporate
heads had to saturate the market with
the purple pal just to get their allention. Kids';e by no mean dumb. They
know what they like, and they won ' t
stand for what they hate, for if the
whole concept is really that inane,
rating and sales will show it soon
enough . The adult world needs to
lighten up a bit now and then , and
while I am by no means suggesting
that anyone over the age of eleven try
to sit through an entire episode of

"Barney and Friends" (I have only
tried it once, failed mi serably , and
ever since have been plagued by the
question: What exactly is Baby Bop?),
I think the Barney-bashing has got to
stop. Like! said, kids aren 'tdumb, and
when they starl picking up on this
negative ani tude, when they begin to
see how adults pick on and tease anyone or thing just happens to irk them
(including a violet-colored vegetarian
from the Jurassic period), when they
realize that the youth cannot even be
young, withoUlthe o lder kids making
fun of them, that is when they will stop
believing in imaginary friends, and
Snuffy will fade away for~ver. Think
about it, and then go buy yourself a
coloring book. Whether it is one of
Barney's or not, you will immediately
remember what it was like to be young,
and perhaps you will catch yourself the
next time you want to put down an
innocent, well-meaning dinosaur simply for being himself.

by Dana Summers

vided

and

lied

'P the

Goatee
My big experience 'with the Thrill
Kill Kult had always been that they
were techno and disco and sex and
then. The music is dense and tight, the
lyrics have meaning, and 13 Above the
Night is a defmite \0 goatee album.

Album Review
Move
Moby
Elektra (1993)
7 goatees
Moby is one of those techno acts
that has almost legendary status . He
was a simple club OJ who started
making music, became an underground legend, and then got "discovered" by the major labels. Now that
he's come "aboveground", one wonders what Moby might tum into.
Move is a 6 song EP with two
versions of the title track, "Move."

from page 13
"Move" is a pretty good exercise in the
classic techno style. A loop of a girl
singing the phrase "You make me feel
so good, so good" is played endlessly
over a pulsing synth beatat a speed fast
enough to make you sweat on the
dance floor. It's nothing new, but it is
top quality music . Unfortunately, the
rest of the songs aren't quite up to par.
The main fau lt of the CD is Mob¥' s
love of the fast b.p.m. Even a song like
"Move" feels rushed after a listen or
two, and "Unloved Symphony" is
simply a super fast beat with some
"sub sonar" pulses laid' on top. It
doesn't do much of anything for me
except make ~e wonder why they
would even put it on the album as
glam. They ~ad a good sound but
weren't very deep. "Sex on Wheels"
was the "pitome of the style for me,
andIdidn ', ·"rry muchaboutit. Then
I popped 13 At>.. "e the Night into my
CD player. Not ani} ~oes it contain a

flawless groove, but it features a good
deal of lyrical depth.

11--_. . ."'-Sure, you get lyrics like "Tum it up
and make it hot/Ooh ah baby .. .! She's
a lusty instigator/ Ooh ah baby.. ..!
She's a power-Iuv machine" on the
song "Disko Flesh Pot," butthat's just
th·· chorus. The song is really a darker
S''',j about a girl lost in the club scene.
In ' "ct, many of the songs deal with
lost : pe and superficial people in the

scene. The clubs are where Thrill Kill
Kult comes from, and I suppose it is an
area where they see lots oflife's hardships . (It also bears mentioning that
"Disko Flesh Pot': features The Theesque harmonies . It's almost frightening .because-tbey do "The The" better
than The The.)

track. He saves face with the actual
ambient track. "The rain falls and the
sky shudders," and the harder dance
track ," All that I need is to be loved."

The coolest thing about Moby' s
Move EP is the Eco-Pak it comes in.
It's nifty because instead 6f being just
cardboard. it has plastic on two sides
A lot of the songs feature a mysti- and a linle door to close iL But unless
cal theme as :heirbase. "Dimentia 66" you collect nifty CD cases, I'd say
has heavy lyrics such as "Beyond buying Move is only required if you OJ
strange love we shall go, where silly techno parlies and must have the title
midnight flowers bloom In her kalie- track .•
descopik eyes, wild as lilacs dripping
in wine." This isn't exactly "Sex on Next week: Guess what... more reWheels" material, and it's what sets views!
this Thrill ~ill Kult album apart.
The band has shown some great Goatee Rating System
10 -GO BUYITNOW!!!
development. It has founded a solid
9 - Great album. buy tomorrow
sound by being an ensemble group
8 - Decent, buy next week
rather than just a MC who brings in a
7 - Ok for the style, wait a month
girl vocalist to sing a tag line now and
6 - Only for diehard fans
filler. If you cut the pace in half, it
might make .. wonderful ambient 5-1 - Landfill material
o - So terrible, you must have it
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Money

from page 1

of the Confederacy about their $400 to
SI,500 scholarships.
3. Uyou 're thechildof a full time
Chrysler Corporation employee, you
"auto" apply to the Lee Iacocca Scholarship Program. You could d r i v e
away with up to S5 ,OOO for undergraduate study.
4. For students whose ancestors
put their 10hn Hancocks on the Declaration of Independence, scholarships
worth S1,200 to S2,OO are available
from the Descendeants of the Signers
of the Declaration of Independence.
5. Investigating scholarship possibilities? the Association of Former
Agents of the U.S. Secret Service offers scholarships ofS500 to $1,500 to
undergraduate law enforcement and
police administration students.
A varied sampling of scholarships include: students wanting to
enter real estate. children of submarine vets of World War II, needy lefthanded students , the Morehoud=se
College Oprah Einfrey Endowed
Scholarship, the Hilgenfeld Foundation for Mortuary Education scholarship, and Norwich lubliUee Esperanto
Foundation scholarship, paying 1,000
pounds sterling to study esperanto in
the United Kingdom
The information in THE SCHOLARSHIP BOOK. is compiled from the
data base of the largest private sector
financial aid research service in the

world. President of the National
Scholarship Research Service Cassidy
began tracking private sector scholarships in the '70s. Through the years,
many thousands of students have used
NSRS services to locate sources offering financial aid. Clearly wrinen. and
well organized it contains many helpful tips for scholarship applicants.
Arrangement of the main section
is by field of studey, including a general section not keyed to a specific
major. Each entry is numbered and
includes the name of the award, an
address and phone number for obtaining further information, as well as the
amount of the award, deadline, field of
study, requirements, and number of
awards given each year. An index
preceding the main section permits the
user to locate the awards by specific
field of studey. Additional indexes
provide access by name of the award,
state of residency, state of intended
study, family ancestry, or physical
handicap.

Mine

from page 1

Hydro

--~----------~~-

Health Administration , the federal
regulatory agency for the mining industry , will set up the disaster scenario
and judge the competition.
The armual event ts coordinated
by the UMR Mine Rescue Association
and Missour industry members. The
1993 contest is sponsored by Asarcoof
Bunker,Mo.
Industry teams taking part in the
Mine rescue Contest are:
Doe Run of Viburnum, Mo.; Cominco
of Bixby, Mo.; Asarco from Sweetwater and Westfork Mines of Bunker,
Mo.; WIPP and Mississippi Chemical
of Carlsbad, NM.; and Reynolds of
Las Vegas, Nev.

First place non-student winners
won $1.000 cash and a Hewlen-Packard calculator. Second place winners
(both students and non-students) won
$500 cash, and $250 went to third
place winners, the most innovative entry, and the one displaying best workmanship.
The contest was organized by
Hydro Review Magazine and sponsored by 36 industry companies. developers, utilities, and other organizations.
The '94 contest is scheduled for
August 16-19 in Pgoenix. For more
details, contact Hydro Review (816)
931-1311.

teams, "says Ron Robinson, sUp"rvisor of UMR' s Experimental Mine
Facility and trainer of UMR 's mine
rescue team .
Seven industry teams and UMR' s
team will compete in a simulated mine
disaster situation. The teams will be
reated on how well they foUw basic
rules and regulations in carrying out a
rescue. The contest is held underground in an actual mine environment.
As the teams approach the mine
entrance, a designated contest official,
acting as mine manager, describes the
simulated disaster in detail, including
what has happened and how many
people are injured or are in the mine
requiring rescue. The Mine Safety and

IN1
YOUR .

Two other section list low-cost
publications on financial aid subjucts
and organizations that supply career
information.

for mor

With all available information
right at the reader's fingertips , THE
SCHOLARSHIP BOOK, continues to
be the ultimate directory to over
50.000 private-sector scholarships for
undergraduates.

Cc

Aid

from page 19

ESSAY

THEMES ,

CONTENT

AND

LENGTH:

"Identlry and respond 10 Ihe mosl Crilical EtMcal Problem In Goverm ent. Prol'esslonaJ or

How should one respond when writers and phi-

Entries must be postmarked by Friday.

losophcrs • sometimes great writers and greal

January 14, 1994. or delivered to the FOWl-dation

l iberal Arts, Business School, etc. However, a

philosophers - use language and concepts which

office by 5:00 p. m., January 14,1994. FAX SUB-

campus is understood to be a branch of an accred-

encourage racism. anti-Semitism and other fo mu

MISSI ONS WIU. NOT BE ACCEYrED.

ited college or urUYer s ity.

SUBMISSION:

manuscripts as no materials will be returned.

serves the right to publish the winning essays, in

Submll three (3) copies or lhe essay wllh:

Mail essays 1<>:

lished elsewhere without written permission from

The Elle WI ... I Prlnln Elhles

the Foundation .

of prej udice and hate1
Essays may be developed from any point of

SodaJ Life.."

vi ew and can be in the form of a case study, a

"Identtty and Re:spond 10 the Ways In whkh

personal experience, or an analysis th at is lite rary,

Crtal Writers Have Addressed Contemporary

philosophical. hi storical. biographical, sociol-

Ethical Dllt mmu."

ogica. theologica l, or psychological.
Essays must be in english and must be the

In 3,000 to 4,000 words, students are asked

original, unpublished wo rk of the author.

to develop substantive. informed. and judicious

arauments defending ethical perspectives and
principles

from page 1

-----------------------------------------

~lativ e to

The foUowin, questions might be consid-

Students are ad\'ised to keep copies of their

awards have been &nnOunced.

RlGIfTS or PUBUCATION:
The Elie W iesel Foundation for Humanity re-

whole or in pan.. These essays may not be pub-

Fully completed entry form

The Elle Wle:sel Founda tion ror Humanlly

Supporting lencr on school stationery. si gned by a

1177 A venue oflhe Amerkas,3'th Floor

THE ElIE WIESEL FOUNDATION FOR

fac:u lty memberor schooladministrator, verifying

New York. NY 1ool'

HUMANITY:

that th e sw dent is a full- time undergraduate senior

fORMAT:

their chO$en thanes.

ered in the context of th e 1994 themes:

tion within a Wliversity Slruct\1tC, e. , . Collcle of

at the colle,e or uniyenity indi cated on the entry

CRITERIA FOR [VALVAnON:

Nobel Peace Prize

~ipient

and Boston Univer-

sity Professor Elie Wiesel hu worked on behalf of

fonn.
No name or olher H lf IdenUrylna rererences

SUUes1ed tell: '"To Whom It May Con -

Ho~ well does the wri te r identify, define

oppressed people for much of his adult life. His

may .ppeaT on the cover 5heet or In Ihe ma nu-

cern: Joe Miner i5 a full· time undergrlduate sen ior

and analyze an eth ical qu estion. issu e ordilemma1

fi rst-hand witnessing of the Ho locaust has led him

Wh at are the most important moral cho ices we

KrlpL All manuscripts are assigned identification

currently attending XYZ Unive rsity. As profes·

Does the writer rel ate ethical principl es to specific

to use his tal ents as an author. te1lche:r and

face today?

codes.

so r/adviso r/administrator at XYZ Uni versity, I

isspes creath' el y and effectiv el y? Is the wri ter

tellerto defend human ri, hu and peace throuJh·
out the world.

Why must indiv idual speak out when confronted

5t01')"

Manuscripts must be typed . dou blespa ced ,

am pleasc:d to submit Joe 's essay for consideration

well·intonn ed and is thc essay well·reuoned1

with human suffcring and injustice1

including quotations that may appar in the text,

in the 1994 El ie Wiesel Prize in EtlUcs Essay Con-

[)oes the writer observe the common rules of

What are

with one- inch I1lIrgins on an sides of the pale.

test.'·

grammar and rhe1 oric1

Puce Prize. Wiesel established TM Ell. WiesII

PRIZES:

advan ce the cause of human ri&hts and peace

First Prize. S5,OOO, Second Prize. $2.500. thi rd

the discus.sion of urgent ethical ilSUes confronUn'
hum anki nd.

protect

Out

Out

eth ical obligations to preserve and

physical environment and natural re-

sources1
How should we respond to ne w, and not so new,
ethical

issues

in business, medicine, law,

Pales must be consecu tiv el y num be red in th e

No mo re than th ree (3) essays per colleae,

uppe r ri,ht-hand comer. Do not bind or staple

universityor ca.rnpus will beconsidcred in anyone

manuscripts; secure pales using a paper clip.

con~t year. Only one (1) essay per individual

Footnotes. ifus~ should be singl e-spaced,

student ....ill be accepted. The Foundation will

Three months after receiv ing the: Nobr:

FoundatJon for Humanity.

Its mission is 10

th rougho ut the world by creatin.a new forum for

, ov ememnt and human rights?

consecutiv ely numbe red and plac ed at the bottom

consider the first three qualifi ed essays received

Prize. Sl .500.and two Honorablt Mm tions, S500

Wh at are the significant morll or ethical issues

of each pagc. The 3,000 to 4.000 words of the

from an institution.

each. A disti nguished pane l of judges will evalu-

The annu.l Essay Contest for THE ELIE

rai..u:d by technolo,y in the 1990 's

essay do not include footnotes .

atc contest entries and detennine the five prizc

WIESEL PRlZ £ IN £TtDCS is mad t possible

How does an individual or a group reconcile desire for autonomy with tht necd for cooeration
within a community. a nation. or the world?

DEADLINE:

For the purposes of this contest, a college is
derUled as a free--standing, acc~dit e d institution

wiMeB. The decision ofth e judgtS is final Win-

through the ,enerosity of E. Billie Ivry and The

witha gove manct st.ructUre that includes a duly

neB will be notified by mail in April, 1994. No

Thafer Family Fo un da~io n .

establish ed Board of Trustecs. It is not an institu ·

essay may be submitted elsewhere until after the

offere

~ber2e ••

~

l'Vednesda:. September 29. 1993

Missouri Miner

Moved to 905 Pine!

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!

,f§f!/aI
SCIENCE HenON e. _FANTASY
COMICS • GAMES

Students needed! Earn $2000+ monthly. Summer!holidays/fulltime. World
travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino WorkerS, etc. No experience necessary.
CALL 602-680-4647, Ext. C147.

Earn '$200 - $500 weekly mailing 199'3
Travel brochures. For more information
send a self addressed stamped envelope
to: Travel Inc. P.O. Box 2530. Miami.
FL 33261

19.278 TOPICS - AU SUBJECTS
Order Catalog Today wi1h Visa I Me or coo

800·351·0222

Moved to 905 Pine!

INTERESTED IN IMPROVJNG
YOUR SCHOLASTIC PERFORMANCE
- Math 4, 6, or 8
- Chemistry 1 or 5
- English 20

Earn $ 500 • $ 1 000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
with SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
57 Greentree Drive. Suite 307
Dover. DE 19901

:". GREEKS'&
CLUBS!
:.:

Slots are still open in the

- .
'

EXCEL PROGRAM·
for more info, contact Sue Kellems, G-4 H-SS

Computer Short Courses
offered by Computing Services
.

• EXTRA INCOME ·'93·

RESEARCH
nFORMAlION
Wgast Ubrary oIlnfonnation In u.s.

Phone 364-4301

in
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Sign-up now in Room 114 Math-CompSci.

..

CHRISTMAS

"
.

RAISE UP TO $ i 000
IN JUST ONE WEEK!
for your fraternity
soror~ty or club
PI us $1000 for yourself
and a FREE T-SHIRT
just for calling.
1-800-932-0528, ext. 75.

SKI

B

REA

K S

lODGING· LIfTS· PARTIES· PICNICS. TAXES

JANUARY 2.16, 1994 ' 5,6 or 7 NIGHTS

p

-=FREE 112 DAY
LIFT T/CKE.!!.
-;Wsr BOOK BY JOI1S

:

Bll~1-:

t·aOO·SUNCHASE
YOUR SCIENCE OR ENGINEFRING
DEGREE GETS A TECHNOLOGICAL
EDGE WITH AIR FORCE ROTC.

nsblhewinninlcssa),s,i
" ....l'lIlIyDOlbc r>
g...nncopcnnissiCll frtO

Oct3

rs
@
L FoUNDATlON11>1

ipi",.,!Bos~DUni'"

"lb....tIt<I oobdlllfl

"", of~, "'hlif'. Jfs
fm,IIo\oClllSlhlS led Oo
.uthor,telc:ber and slDlt

rilha .,!P"C<""'"P

9:30AM

Inlro to Mainframe Electronic Mail (Faculty and Staff) MCS 1

3:30PM

Intro to Unix E-mail and Networking MCS 108

~

Oct4

~

~

OctS
9:30AM

Intro to Mainframe Electronic Mail (Faculty and Siaff) MCS 1

3 :30PM

Intro to Unix E-ma il and Networ1<ing MCS 108

J~
2l
JS

Oct6

Oct?

-

Wh en you graduate. you can move your scientific or
engineering career into the realm of lasers. satellites . ..
a whole range of different technologies that your peers
will never see.
Fi~st step: Air Force ROTC"': a bright idea for sharpminded college students.
You may qualify for two- through four-year scholar·
ships that go a long way 't oward covering the costs of
higher education. Plus. you'lI receive $100 each academic month for living expenses.
And when you graduate. your commission as an
Air Force officer means you can take your professional
degree into an environment like no other in the world with technologies brought to bear on the most important job in the world: national defense.
_
If your mind is on science or engineering. give some
serious thought to Air Force ROrC. now. Call 341-4925

·OctS

on.

F

TOU FREE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

week of October 3, 1993
ndatial for Hunw>ilY·

,

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

J
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Wednesda.I'. Se ptember 29.1993

M ISSO Uri M m er

, Co-op · Empjpyment

.,

~ ..J.

Company: United Technologies
Method:
Date of Interview: 09/ 29
Majors: MECH ELEC
Minimum GPA: 3.000 Must be at least standing .
Remarks: POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: FRIDAY, SEPT. 10, 1993
Work location: Columbus, MS

PRS-Closed

Company : Union Pacific RR
Method: PRS-Closed
Date of Interview:
10/ 08
Majors: CIVL MECH MET
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Remarks: POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: FRIDAY, SEPT. 17, 1993
Work Location: Omaha, Nebraska
start work spring or fall 1994
Information meeting: 10/6/93 - Mark Twain Room 6:30 - 7:30 pm
Operating area- ALL STUDENTS INTERVIEWING WITH UNION PACIFIC RR MUST
ATTEND INFORMATION MEETING.

Company: Bussmann-Application Engineering
Method: PRS-Closed
Date of Interview: 09/24
Majors: ELEC EMAN MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be at least standing.
Remarks: POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1993
Work Location: st. Louis, Missouri
Start work spring 1994
Must have proper documentation to work in US

Method: PRS-Closed
company: US Gypsum
Date of Interview: 09/24
Majors: MECH MIN
Minimum GPA: 2.650 Must be at least standing.
Remarks: POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: FRIDAY, SEPT . 10, 1993
Work location: Sperry, Iowa
Start work spring or summer 1994
Information meeting - Thursday, September 23, 1993 6:30pm in
Mark Twain Room, UCE

• Hunt

COJPa~te of I

MajOrs:
MlniJ>"" G
RemarkS:
work loea
STAR'! WOR

Company: Union Pacific RR
Method: PRS-Open
Date of Interview: 11/04
Majors: ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Remarks: POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1993
Work Location: Omaha, Nebraska
start work spring or fall 1994
Information meeting - 11/2/93 - Meramec Room 6:30 - 7:30pm
Communications area
Interview date change to: Thurs., November 4, 1993

COlpany: Dow
Date of I
Majors:
Minim"" G

Remarks:
Work !.<lea
1/2 SCRED

Company: Dames & Moore
Method:
Date of Interview: 10/ 05
Majors: CHE CIVL GEE
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be at least Junior standing.
Remarks: POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: TUESDAY, SEPT. 21, 1993
Work location: Overland Park, Kansas
START WORK SPRING 1994

am interv
Open

Company: Union Electric
Method: PRS-Closed
Date of Interview: 09/ 28
Majors: ELEC MECH CIVL EMAN CMPS
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be at least Junior standing .
Remarks: POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: TUESDAY, SEPT. 14, 1 993
Work Location: St. Louis, MO and various locations in Missouri,
start work January 1994
(NOTE CHANGES IN MAJORS)
Green Card Required for non citizens
2 to 3 CIVL stUdents should sign up per schedule - 2 EMAN per schedule
Greater need is for ELEC and MECH

Company: Deer
Date of I
Kajors :
Kinimum G

Remarks :
WORK !.<leA

STUDENTS

Company: Amsted
Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/ 06
Majors: MECH MET
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Mu's t be at least Sophomore , standing.
Remarks: POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: WED., SEPT 22, 1993
WORK LOCATION: · MIDWEST/ MIDEAST
START WORK SPRING 1994

. 'I

Company: Monsanto Company
Method:
PRS-Closed
Date of Interview : 09/29
Majors: CMPS MGTS
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be at least Sophomore standing .
Remarks:
POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: WED., SEPT. 15, 1993
(1 hour inter
Work Location: st. Louis, MO., Chicago, IL., New Orleans, LA
Information Meeting: Tuesday, Sept. 28, 1993 at 7:00 pm, Silver and
gold room. ALL MUST ATTEND INFORMATION MEETING PRIOR TO INTERVIEW.
MUST PICK UP MONSANTO APPLICATION AT THE CO-OP OFFICE, 3030 NORWOOD
ON DAY OF SIGN-UPS
START WORK SPRING 94
Company: Anh Busch-Process Engr-MEcH ,CHE
Date of Interview: 10/ 06
Majors: MECH CHE
Minimum GPA: 2.500 Must be at least Sophomore
Remarks:
POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: WED., SEPT. 22,
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MO
" NOTE : COMPANY HAS REQUESTED THAT A STUDENT MAY
~~~~U~RK ~~~~N~C~;~~LE IS PROCESS ENGINEERING
PROCESS ENGINEERING - MECH, CHE
Company: Moog Automotive
Method: Open
Date of Interview: 09/30
Majors: MET
Minimum GPA:
2.000 Must be at least standing .
Remarks:
POSTED FOR SIGN - UPS: THURSDAY, SEPT . 16 , 1993
Work Location: St . Louis, Missouri
start work spring 94

C"pany: Deer.
Date of II
Majors: I
Kinimum GI

Remarks:
WORK LOcAl
START WOR!
INFORIIATl(
ALL STUDEI

Method:

Open

standing.
1993
SIGN-UP FOR ONLY ONE
FOR MECH , CHE.

Missouri Miner

Wednesday. September 29. 1993
:ompany: Kais~r Aluminum
Method:
Date of Interview: 10/ 06
Majors: MET
Minimum GPA:
2.650 Must be at lea st standing.
Remarks: POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: WED . , SEPT. 22, 1993
Work Location: Jackson, TN
START WORK SPRING 94

7:30 PI

CIFIC RR MUSt

Open

:ompany: Hunter Engineering Company
Method : PRS-Open
Date of Interview:
10/ 15
Majors : MECH ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2 . 950 Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Remarks: POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: FRIDAY, SEPT . 24, 1993
Work location: st. Louis, MO
START WORK SPRING 94

Page 2S

company : IBM corporation
Method: PRS-Open
Date of Interview: 11/ 04
Majors : ELEC CMPS
Min i mum GPA:
2. 000 Must be a t l e ast sta ndi ng.
Remarks:
POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS : THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, 19 93
WORK LOCATIONS: VARIOUS LOCATIONS
START WORK SPRING OR SUMMER 1994

Company: Leonards Meta ls
Method : Open
Date of Interview: 10/ 29
Majors: MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be at least Sophomore standing .
Remark s: POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS : FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1993
WORK LOCATION: ST. CHARLES, MO
START WORK SPRING 94

>d o PRS-Open

ing.
1993

7:30pm

company: Dow Chemical
Method:
Date of Interview: 10/ 11
Majors: ELEC CHE
Minimum GPA : 2 . 750 Must be at least standing.
Remarks:
POSTED FOR SIG~-UPS: MONDAY, SEPT. 27, 1993
Work Location: Freeport, TX or Louisiana
1/2 SCHEDULE 8 INTERVIEW OPENINGS
am interview times

ethod:

Open

Open

Company: Sporlan Valve
Method : PRS-Open
Date of Interv i ew: 10/ 19
Majors: MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Remarks: Work Location: st . Louis, Missouri
POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: TUESDAY, SEPT. 28, 1993
start work spring 1994
Information meeting: Monday, Oct. 18, 1993 in the UCE - Centennial
Hall - East side - 8:00 - 9:00 pm
All stUdents interviewing with Sporlan must attend

~i ng .

, 1993

,
p

Method :
company : Deere and company
Date of Interview: 10/ 20
Ma j o rs: ELEC MECH
Mi n imum GPA:
2.6 50 Must be a t l e a st standing.
Rema rks: POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS : WED . , SEPT . 29 , 1993
WORK LOCATIONS : I OWA AND ILLI NOIS

PRS-Open

PRS-Cl osed

REFRIGERATION FLOW CONTROLS

Open

:anding.
3

:ompany : Deere and Company
Method : PRS-Open
Date of Interview: 10/ 21
Majors: MGTS CMPS
Minimum GPA: 2 . 450 Must be at least- Sophomore standing.
Remarks: POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: THURSDAY, SEPT. 30, 1993
WORK LOCATION: MOLINE, ILLINOIS
START WORK SPRING 94
INFORMATION MEETING AT 7:00 PM, WEST SIDE OF CENTENNIAL HALL , UCE
ALL STUDENTS INTERVIEWING WITH JOHN DEERE MUST ATTEND

I:

€ompany: Monsanto-Carondelet Plant
Method: PRS-C l osed
Date of Interview : 09/ 22
Majors: CHE
Minimum GPA : 2 . 750 Must be at least Sophomore standing .
Remarks: Work Location : st . Louis, MO
POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1993
start work spring 94

open

ng·
P fOR OHLY of<
CH, CHE .

Method:
: ompany: Litton Industries
Date of Interview: 10/20
Majors: MECH CHE ELEC
Minimum GPA:
2 . 000 Must be a t least standing .
Remarks : POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS : WED . , OCT. 6, 199 3
WORK LOCATIO~: SPRINGFIELD, MO

F

one session all Mech
one session am Mech , pm CMPS

STUDENTS MtlST BE WILLING TO WORK 3-5 WORK PERIODS
!thod :

c ompany : Alco Contro ls
Meth od :
Date of Interview : 09/3 0
Majors : MECH CMPS
Minimum GPA : 2 . 00 0 Must be a t least standing.
Remarks: Work Location : St. Louis MO
start work spring 199 4
POSTED FOR SI GN-UPS : THURS DAY , SEPT. 16 , 1993

Open

company : Noranda Aluminum
Method: PRS-Closed
Date of Interview : 09/ 24
Majors: ELEC MECH
Minimum GPA:
2 . 700 Must be at lea st Junior standing .
Remarks:
POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: Wednesda y, September 15, 1993
start work spring 199 4
Work location: New Madrid, Missouri
Company requested to inte rv i e w 2 - ELEC and 3 - MECH
8:00 - ELEC
9:00 - MECH
10 : 00 - MECH
8:30 - ELEC
9:30 - MECH

J
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Wednesday, September 29,1993

M issouri M in er

Company : Central Intelligence Agency
Method:
PRS - Open
Da t e of Interview : 10/ 05
Ma j ors: ELEC CMPS ECON
Mi n imum GPA: 3.200 Must be at least Sophomore sta ndi ng.
Remarks : POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1993
Work Locati on : Washington , DC
start work spring 94
am interviews only 1/2 day

Method:
company: McDonnell Douglas
Date of Interview:
10/ 19
Majors: AERO ELEC MECH CMPS
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be at least standing.
Remarks: SIGN-UPS POSTED: MONDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1993
START WORK SPRING 94
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MO

·PRS-open

Comr lny : Anh Bus c h-Engr Deve l opme-ELEC, CMPS
Method: Open
Date of Interview:
1 0/06
Majors : ELEC CMPS
Minimum GPA : 2.500 Mu st be at lea st Sophomore sta nding.
Rema r ks: SIGN- UPS POSTE D: WED. , SEPT. 22, 1993
WORK LOCATION : ST. LOUI S, MO
*NOTE: COMPANY REQU ESTED THAT A STUDENT SIGN-UP FOR ONLY ONE
SCHEDULE. JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE AT THE CO-OP OFFICE.
START WORK SPRING 19.94
ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT - ELEC, CMPS

Company: AnhBusch-EngPlanning,MECH,CIVL,EMAN
Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/06
Majors: MECH CIVL EMAN
Minimum GPA: 2.500 Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Remarks: SIGN-UPS POSTED: WED., SEPT: 22, 1993
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MO
•
*NOTE - COMPANY REQUESTED THAT A STUDENT MAY SIGN-UP FOR ONLY ON!
SCHEDULE. JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE AT THE CO-OP OFFICE.
START WORK SPRING 1994
ENGINEERING PLANNING - MEeH, CIVL~ EMAN

.any: GENERAL!

1285 60st
GE Recru i
BridgepOI

Attn: M,
·e' U!vel :
Jrs:
I Dates :
.!lUll GPA:

Company: General Motors
Method: PRS-Open
Date of Interview: 10/18
Majors: MECH ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Remarks: SIGN-UPS POSTED: WED., SEPT. 29, 1993
WORK LOCATION - FLINT, MICHIGAN
GENERAL MOTORS CADILLAC WXURY CAR DIVISION
STUDENTS MUST BE INTERESTED · IN THE AUTO INDUSTRY
START WORK SPRING OR SUMMER 1994

Company: Marathon Oil Company
Date of Interview: 10/20
Majors:
Minimum GPA:
Must be at least standing.
ileJlaru: SIGN-UPS POSTED: WED., OCT. 6, 1993

Method:

bons Available
:bon Locations:
Company: Anh Busch-Pkg & Shipping-MEcH,CHE
Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/06
Majors: MECH CHE
Minimum GPA: 2.500 Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Remarks: SIGN-UPS POSTED: WED., SEPT. 22, 1993
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MO
*NOTE - COMPANY REQUESTED THAT A STUDENTS SIGN-UP ON ONLY ONE
SCHEDULE. JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE AT THE CO-OP OFFICE.
START WORK SPRING 1994
PACKAGING AND SHIPPING - MECH, CHE

Open

IJIFORMATION UNA:VAILABLE AT THIS TIME. PLEASE CHECK UMRINFO FREQUENTLY
WHEN INFORMATION IS RECEIVED, IT WILL BE POSTED ON UMRINFO

Company: Anh Busch-Util Aff-ELEC,CIVL,CHE,ME
Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/06
Majors: ELEC CIVL CHE MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.500 Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Remarks: POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: WED., SEPT . 22, 1993
WORK LOCATION: ST . LOUIS, MO
*NOTE: COMPANY REQUESTED THAT STUDENTS ONLY SIGN-UP FOR ONE
SCHEDULE. JOB DESCRIPTIONS AVAILABLE IN THE CO-OP OFFICE
START WORK SPRING 1994
UTILITY AFFAIRS - ELEC, CIVL, CHE , MECH

Company: Anh Busch-Power&EngDesign-ELEC,CHE
Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10/06
Majors: ELEC CHE
Minimum GPA:
2.500 Must be at least Sophomore standing.
Remarks: POSTED FOR SIGN-UPS: WED., SEPT. 22, 1993
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MO
*NOTE: COMPANY REQUESTED THAT A STUDENT SIGN-UP ON ONE
SCHEDULE ONLY. JOB DESCRIPTIONS · AVAILABLE IN THE CO-OP OFFICE.
START WORK SPRING 1994
POWER AND ENGR DESIGN - ELEC, CHE

Company: Brown Shoe Company
Method:
Date of Interview: 10/05
Majors: EMAN MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.500 Must be at least standing
Remarks: SIGN-UPS POSTED: MONDAY, SEPT. 27 1993
start work spring 1994
'
Work location: Steelville, Missouri

Company: Moog Automotive
Date of Interview: 10/04
Method:
Majors: MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be at least
.
Remarks: Sign-ups posted. M
stand~ng.
Work location: St. Louis· Moonday, Sept. 27, 1993
start work spring 1994
'

Open

Open

lLlJll: FOR SUBMI1

IHAO~

~

athO<j.
. °Pan

Missouri Miner
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Wednesday, September 29,1993

Full-Time Employment .

anding.

FOR
P ONLY ON!:
OFFICE.

.

pany:

ARMCO STEEL COMPANY, L.P .
1801 Crawford Street
Middletown, OH 45043
At t n: Mr . Michael Lehman

Method : PRSCREEN
Date of Interview: 10/ 25

cee Level: BS
jrs:
:I Dates :
imum GPA:

MathO<j: Opan

ASARCO INCORPORATED
Route 1 Box 60
Annapolis, MO 63620
Attn: Mr. Bill Womble

i tions Available: Quality Control Engr., Technical Resources
r. and Production Supervisor
i tion Location: Middletown, OH
DLINE FOR SUBMITTING RESUMES: October 4

DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING RESUMES:

Company:

pany:

GENERAL ELECTRIC
1285 Boston Avenue, 22CE
GE Recruiting & University Dev .
Bridgeport, CT 06601-2385
Attn: Ms. June Prusak

ree Level:
ers:
d Dates :
imum GPA:

Method: PRESCREEN
Date of Interview : 10/26

ALL DETAILS NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME

itions Available :
H:.ion Locations:
CLINE FOR SUBMITTING RESUMES:

-

Method: PRSCREEN
Date of Interview: 10/26

Degree Level: BS Majors : Metallurgical Engr., Chemical Engr . ,
Mech. Engr , Mining Engr . , Civil, & Engr. Mgmt Grad Dates ! Recent
Grads 12/93 05/9 4 Minimum GPA: 2.95 Position Available: Position
Location : Various USA locations

METALLURGICAL ENGR.
12/ 93, 05/ 94
2.5

N-Up FOR ONLY 0\'
Op OFFICE.
'.

Method: Open

Company:

j

October 5

TRINITY CONSULTANTS, INC.
12801 N. Central Expressway
suite 1200
Dallas, TX 75243
Attn:
Ms . Melanee Dickinson

Degree Level:
BS & MS
Majors:
Chern. Engr., Mech . Engr ., and Civil Engr . (with Env .
emphasis)
Grad Dates : 12 / 93, 05/94, & 07/9 4
Minimum GPA : 3.25
Position Available:
Project Engr.
Position Location: Kansas City, Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta,
Baton Rouge, and Ft . Collins, CO
DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING RESUMES:

October 5

Method: PRESCREEN
Interview Date:
10/29

October 8

DETAILS NOT AVAILABLE FOR :
HALLIBURTON SERVICES
HUGHES AIRCRAFT
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by Brian Shuster

Method: Open

~ethod:

"Wa it er. two glasses of wate r. please . And none
of that tap stuff . , . make sure this co mes
straight from the toilet. "

Open

13

she gazed into the mi rro r. Sally rea lized that the kids
school weren 't teasing ... she was . indeed, a cow.

C

/

It was so close to his fantasy -corne -true,

.

~OMMON

- .
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Chem s,
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Not even your local
diet center offers reductiollS
like this.
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i;;;;;;;=5&h~en alill1!ni

!ll~ends oftheU~v
i\p~/e Macinlosb Color
Classic 4/BO, Buill·ill 10" Color
Monilor & Apple Keyboard II.

$888

Apple
LC111 41BO, i\pfll" Basic Color .
Monilor & Apple Keyboard II.

$1133

Right now, you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh·
personal computers. You can also get special student financingWitll
theApplt Computer Loan'- to make owning a Mac' even easiec Th

.. J.15B 411iJ,

Apple "'nGilllosiJ Cell/ris

Keyboard & 10" Backlil
Super Twisl MOllocb/U/lle Display.

4180, Apple Basic Color Alonilor &

$1410

$1480

Apple £>.jellded Keyboard II.

see just how affordable a Macintosh can be, visit your Apple Campus
Reseller today. And discover the power more college students ,
choose. The power of Macintosh. The power to be your bese • •

\lli'iolJl Were hono!
!!\~'IJMR Alill1!ni
:Ilds Banquet held'

~UMR ~eaw~

~ COnjunction
"Weekend

1Ie1~'lIdsand
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The Alumn'

For further information contact
Ben Strehhnan (Scientific Programmer Analyst at UMR)
at 114 Mathematic Computer Science Bldg • 341·4841
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